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NATIOiJAL ASSOCIATION FOR
GIRLS ANDANOMEN IN SPORT

the National Association for Girls anti Women in Sport is a nonprofit, educational
organization deSignpi to serve the needs of participants, teachers, couches, leaders
and- administrators in sports programs for girls and women. It is one of eight
associations of the American Alliance for Health, Physical Education, Recreationand Dance.

PURPOSE

The purpose of the National Association for Girls and Women in Sport is to fostpr
the odevelopment of sports grograms for the enrichment of the life of the participant.

BELIEFS

The National Associatiott for Girls and Women in Sport believes that:
Sports are an intekral part of the culture in which we live.
Sports programs are a part of the total educational experience of the participantwhen conducted in educational i titutions:`
Opportunities for instruction d participation in sports appropriate to her skill

level should be included in the e perience orevery girl.
Sports skills and sports parti ation are valuable social and recreational toolswhich may be used to enrich the lives of women in our society.
CompetitioK and cooperation may be demonstrated in all sports programs, al-

though the type and intensity of the competition and cooperation will vary with thedegree or level of skill of the participants.
An understanding of the relationship between competition and cooperation and the

utilization of both Within the accepted framework of our society is one of the desirable
outcomes of sports participation.

Physical. activity is important in the maintenance of the general health of theparticipant.
Participation in sports contributes to the development of self-confidence and to the

establishment of desirable interpersonal relationships.

FUNCTIONS

The'Nalonal Association for Girls and Women in Spo--rt promotes desirable sports
programs through:
I . Formulating and publicizing guiding principles and standards for the adminis-

trator, leader, official, and player:*
2. Publishing and interpreting rules goVerning sports for girls and women.
3. Providing the means for training, evaluating, and rating officials.
4. Disseminating information on the conduct of girls' and women's sports.
5. Stimulating, evaluating, and disseminating research in the field of girls' andwomen's sports.
6. Cooperating with allied groups interesied in girls' and women's sports in qrder to

formulate policies and rules that affect the conduct of women's sports.7. Providing opportunities for the development of leadership among girls and
women for the conduct of their sports programs..

5



STANDARDS IN SPORTS FOR GIRI*AND WOMEN
\

Standards in sports activities for girls and women, should be basedlupon thefollowing:
I. Sports activities for girls and women should be taught, coached, and officiated by

qualified women whenever and wherever possible. s

2. Programs should provide every girl with a wide variety of activitieS..
3. The results of competition should be judged in terms of benefits to OF participants

rather than by the winning of championshipor the athletic or commercial
advantage to schools or organizations.

Health and Safety Standards for Players
Careful suPervision of the health of all players MOM be provided by

I. 44n examination by a qualified physician
2. Written permission by a qualified physician after serious illness or injury
3. Removal of players when they are injured or overfatigued or show signs of

emotional instability
4. A healthful, safe and sanitary environment for sports activity

- 5. Limitation of competition to a geographical area which will permit players to
return at reasonable hours; provision of safe transponation.

'General Policies

1. Select the members of an teams so that they, play against those of approximately-
!the same ability and maturity.

2. Arranv the schedule of games and practices so as not to place demands on the
team or player which wou l. jeopardize the educational objectives of the com-. prehensive sports program.

3. Discourage any girl from practi ing with, or playing with, a team for more than
, one group while competing in That sport during the same sport season.

4. ktomote social events in connection with all forms of competition:

SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND SERVICE

All, requests for inforkation about Services should be addressed to: Execufive
%rector. National Association for Girls and Women in Spoil (N4GWS),;,,

. AAHPERD. 1201 - 16th Street. N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036.

'
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-..,? . - .PREFACE .1,, ,

.. ,....\
This N AG6WS Aquatics Gaide: Tips'aluerachniques Pi gal' chers and,Coaches', a

breimial prmiuction..repre'sents a '.' first" in a new; publication series by the ,National '.
* Atisiation. for Girls and Women in Sport,' Articles coveting a wide spectrum of
; aquatie sport are presented as timely-aids to teachers anci coachei..

.r
., In'ease' you- have looked for -official mles, a former inclnidon in the. NAGWS .

1.4guatics Guide-. these are 'now found in separate 'publications: the N AGWS SbilinP'd
minx' and Diifing -Guide, August 1977-.1978 and the NAGWS Synchronized Swinv
ininRules , January 197,8# l9.79.

, The NAGWS continUes to seek input from,ap inteiested individuals as to how it
.. cart' hest provide publications and other m Is that will facilitate the growth of

;Oat ity sport progeams in America: Your co ents to the Guide chairPersons drthe .
.. nalional office are Uftr.ited. ,. . '. , .

Our sincere appreciation is ektended- to Marjorie M. Harris, Chairperson, for her.
diligence 'and thomugliness in preparatibn.'of, this first edition.

r

Y. or
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WATER ACTIVITY POR THE HANDICAPPED

JOAN M. MORAN

Dr. Jean Moran, an associate professor at Texas Woman's University, Den-
ton, is currently chairperson-elect of the Texas Association of Health, Physical
4liwation, and Recreation, (adapted and therapeutic section), and chairperson

for the Aquatic Council, AAHPERD, for Handicapped Swimming.. A graduate
of the University of Illinois, she obtained her Ed.D. from the University of
.Utah. She has recently served as an architectural consultwu specializing in
swimming facil(ties for the handicapped in south Texas. Author of Movement
Experiences for The .Mentally Retarded or Emotionally Disturbed Child, Dr.
Moran has also written many artictes on swimming for the handicapped.

And he shall stretch forth his
hands under him, as he that
swimmeth stretcheth forth
his hands to swim.

Isaiah 25:1 I.

Historical Overview
Historically,. exercising in water has been a practice since before the birth of Christ.

The ancient Greeks were the first to develop temple baths as healing centers. The
Romans modified the Grecian ternpre baths and citated healing centers of great
architectural beauty,. Both the Greeks and the Romans used naturally occurring hot
springs as the water source for their healing centers, Several of these healingcenters
are still used today for treatment purposesi the most widely known is located in Bath.
England.

In the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries spas began to appear with
increasing frequency as treatment centers for individaals with locomOtor and rheu-

.matic disorders. Just prior to World War I orthopedic clients were treated at spas, and
after the war poliomyelitis patients were included. Such spa exeecise was popularized
by the late Franklin D. Roosevelt at Warm Springs, Georgia. .

Thus, water exercise has progressed tfrom hydrotherapy (chemical and thermo-
therap) to therapeutic exercise and is now considend a valuable aspect of rehabili-
tation. In water, an individual can perform movements with less effort than fa n hand.
The buoyancy of the body and its various parts permits seriously weakened body parts
tc; be moved and exercised against the n1nimum resistance of the water without
support. Additionally, when group activit and gamRs are included, the activity
benefits individual morale.

fa.
Basic iples of Movement in Water ...,

Acco ing to the Archimedean prindple, when a body at rest is flilly or partially
immersed in a liquid it experiences an upward thrust equal to the weight ofthe liquid it
displaces. The relative density or specific gravity of a substance is defined as the ratio .
of the weight of the substance to the weight of an equal volume of water. The specific
gravity of water is 1.1). and the average ipectfic gravity.ofa body when the lungs are
filled with air ig approximately .974. Therefore, the average body with air in the lungs
will float in water.

The pressure exercised by a fluid at any point on a body immersed in it is eqUal in all
".1312



ns and directIy pixrportional to itsdelith below the surf ,-This equal Pressure
directions has no effect on movement..

Viscosityor the property of friction in fluids' is low in.water hen movements are
perfortned at low speeds. Turbulence, however, is set un In ihefrater with increased
speed of movement, and large pressure differences arise between the forward moving
jurfacf of the body p4 its Iiinbs 'and its rear.suiface. g

Theeffect of buoyancyetherkftikan an almost completely iMmersed body is great
enough to overcpme most effects- OtiOvity. Thus, body weight pressure on joints is
minimal and Moyementi.which are difficult or impossible to perform on land Can
frequentV be executed in, the water. One example would be an individdl whose

7 '.weight-bearing joints are unable to stippott him or hqonjand being able to walk in
water. Additionally, because the fiirees of gravity annuOyancy almost balance each

9-other, Minimum muscle effort is required for slow and gentle limb movements in. .

. water.

%pedal ProwniunincConsideratiops
' Aaparticipants«in a sWirnming program for the handicapped sald hive medical

44*Clearance. Medical information should be provided regarding contraindicated
movements, medications taken, and emergency contact information.

With few exceptions, activity in water is beneficial to all handicapped indinbals.
Exceptiolips etrould include individuals with infected skin lesions or open wounds, or
snitically-made external openings (sue h as a feneitia in the middle ear) that cannot be
adiiately or safely sealed.

All participants tliould empty their bladders before immersion since water often
acts as a diuretic. Individuals who have had a colostomy should have the bag emptied
before sivimmine and should wear tight-fitting bathing suits to secure the bag. Those
in diapers should lieve their diaperi changed before entering the water and should also
wear tight-fitting suits for sanitary purposes.'

Participants who are seizureprone should be easily identifiable. If a seiziers occuii
AI* the water, the individual's head should be supported above the water leel and hew

:Six- should be.moved to the shallow end of the pool. Under no conditions should the
individual be removed from the water until after the seizure. Immediately after the
seizure, the. Individual should be removed from the, pool, dried, kept Warmoind
permitted to rest.

Water activrty can housed as pure therapy. Such activity involvei stabilizing sn'tne
jointsinci moving others as medically prescribed. This type of therapeutic exercise

, should be performed in warm water to aid relaxation. Even when very ininute
moveMents, impossible on land, are performed in water, individual self-confidence
and image can be improved.

Museular strength and range of motion can be impro.ved if,a gradual and sequential
elkercise plan is followed. Such an exercise plan can be assistive, ;:+ith both support
and movemknt of the various body parts performed by the thirapist.,Or exercise can

*stive, by using weighted splints on the body limits moved by theindividual,
Wimmer.

For man andieapped individuals, water activity can follOw a traditional teaching
approactithat 's slow and sequential in nature. Specific strokes should l adapted or
,modified to y upon the movernent ability and potential of each swirmftee. Safety
skills shou be included.

rograinsloltthe handicapped, whether therapeutic or traditional, should
provide the participant with successful, enjoyable experiences involving socializing
with peers; Only those individual4 for wlom swimming is contraindicated should be
excluded from the program.

,
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MAINSTREAMING YOUR AQUATICS.PROGRAM

'GRAQII/DEMME'RY
REYNOLDS

Grace Demmery Reynolds ti a member of the National Council of Y MCA' s
, Urban Action and Program Division staff. Currently she is director of Project
Aquatics Mainstreaming for the Bureau of Education. for the Haridicapped.
Formerly she directed Project Aquatics and serv.01 as Director of Special
Services for the Y MCA 61Southwest Washington, Longview, WA.-5,14 a editor
of the manual A. Swimming Progrinn for the Handicapped and author .cf

, numerous professional articles.

The con pt of mainstreaming individu als is not only ethically-souhd but has been
mandate in recent legislation passed by the United States Congress. The pro&ss of

'mainstreaming whereby individuals interact regardless of age, sex, creed, or
ability', and consistent with safety involves bothbuilding the ,skills of those with

,.special needs and mutual acceptance of both "special" and "normal" people as
individuals.

Aquatic activities are ideally suited for mainstreaming.,Presently a large number of
individuals from both "special" and "normal" populations pa4icipate in -water
activities. Swimming activities are not only fun but they present gtodetl series of
challenges, are physicallY and mentally beneficial and provide oPpOunities,for
socialization. In addition to regular program areas there are other more itiphisticated
aduatic activities in which to rzarticipate as skills develop. Such activities include
water safety, angling, Canoeing, boating, synchropized swimming, water skiing, and
.skin and scuba diving. .

Successful mainstreaming requires a complex educational effort. It is not an iñ-
mediate product but part of a process, with both short- and long-term potential for
improving the quality of life for ';normal" and "special" people.

Project Aquatics Mainstreamihg was planned as a vehicle to bring the benefits of
aquatic experiences 'to all individuals. The project is funded by the Bureau of
Education for the Handicapped of the Department of Health, Education and Welfare.
The sponsoring agency ,for the first two years is the Young Men's Christian As-
sociation of Southwest Washington at Longview; the third-year, sonsor is the
National Council. of YMCAs. The goals of the project are:
I. To contribute to the growth and development of handicapped children and youth

by providing interdisciplinaiy training or retraining for experienced aquatic per-
sonnel in using mainstreaming techniques which will enhance their expertise in
achieving integration of norinal and handicappedindividuals (special populations)
in aquatic programs.

2. To provide specialized training and retraining to leadership personnel (educators,
administrators, program.direct&s, interested parents, and others) which will
increase fheir abilities to act as innovators and motivators for aquatic main-
streaming.

3. To study and develop a continuum model of mainstreaming through retraining
leadership in aquatic programs,

4. To develop, edit, and disseMinate materials prepared as a result of field testing
new training methods.

Project Aquatics Mainstreaming operates by staging regional and national leader-
ship training workshops for participants who want to initiate andimplement programs



,

which Match the particular needs of their communities. Participants in the workshops
are selected from applicantt on the basis of experience and demonstrated expertise in
teaching aquatics and leadership and organizatioaal ability. .

Be(ore a community ageney can establish a mainstreaming program,-certain
signitlant factors musube considered: 7."-

I. Are the necessary resOarces available? The person interestedin mainsneaming
must 'have the needed skills or haVeaCcess to the training deeded to acquire jhem. .

2., Is there a process for maintaining the necessaly liaison contacts, inforifiation.
exchange, etc.? .

3. Do consumers.(participants) of hoth'regular and adapt1ve programs understand
mainstreaming and its goals?

4. Does the community know what the purpose of. the. program is? A good public
relations program is vital'. .

5. Is there good fiscal planning?
6. is there good communication between staff and directors? The objective of the'

problem must,be explained in terms easily understood.
7. Are attitudes idenNied and responses given?

Most of these factorg are self-explanatory. However, attitude problems which may
cause great concern musibe dealt withdeffectively from the start. Problems must be
discovered and identified as internal or external.

Internal problems include those involving staff members, resource people, and,
perhaps administrators, and may be difficult to isolate. Staff members may not be
working successfully as a team to implement goals. There may be questions or
reservations about the program which people do not discuss comfortably. Perhaps the
detractors have instilled doubts or fears. Perhaps the level of idealism with Which the
program started is diminishing. Those supporting through theinresources may have
changed their feelings toward the programs. It is impoant that the director identify
indications of change and deal with them quickly and positively as they become
obvions. -

External attitude problems are more easily identified. These relate to interactions
and relations between the program and affected elements of the community, including
parehts and participants.

. It is ifecessary td maintain objectivity when faced witn community criticism. Some
negative reactions may be valid and justified and modification of the program' to
incorporate indicated improvements should be initiated as quickly ai possible. Other
criticisin can best be countered by means of well planned and coordinated public
relations. Good communication among all those involved can show what the potential'
or real problems are.

Changing attitudes may be difficult but can be accomplished. If a problem can be
identified and defined in terms both sides understand, realistic solutions could be
examined in relationship to available resources. Thus it might be possible to modify

activity to meet the need.
A more subtle approach might be more effective than making abrupt changes.

hanging attitudes are normal. As people become more enlightened about the
rogram goals, they may gmctually see the value of the activity. If there is a negative

, sponse to a mainstreaming piogram by family members or parents, it might be good
o find a neutral ground where program administratbrs and parents can talk together

perhaps with a good consultant present.
Mainstreaming has become everyone's business. 'Whether you're dealing with

"the least restrictive alternative" or mandates for "integrated programs," you're
facing a challenge. Just as awareness is developing on programming for special

16 1



-
populations, we te Mut the next refi ment good programs for eVeryone
tbgether! .

Aquatics is the sensible medium The equ4iking effect of working in water is
recognized. Motor and NI develo ment, cborainatiQn, and:exercise are-only a few
areas that are known tolie effect ely addressed in a"quatic Ovgrams.

It would be Raiiietci expect t at the limited life and scope ot Ftroject Aquatics
`Mainstreaming will csult ii) ei r the optimuin ycil or the training of sufficient
individuals tic ensure 'that aqu les mainstreaming will become a reality throughout ,

the nation in the near future, Such a project cin,' however, serve as a guide and .
inspiration for commuidies in initiating. and implementing local programs. Aquatics . .

mainstreaming is an effeetive wedge taward opening the door lo mutual acceptance of
indiVrduals.in all weas of social. aCtivity.,

Aquatic mainttreaming . . . its's a natural!. .
1

.
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ANA0/ZING SWIMMING MEET RESULTS

DONALD VAN ROSSEN
. VIRGINIA VAN ROSSEN

Donald P. Van Rossen is associate professor of physical-education and difector
of aqtatiics at the University of Oregon in Eugene, He has coached swimming;and diving for 27 years and iti pall chairperson of the Aquatics Council qf

. ArAIIPER, and the NCAA Swimming and Diving Ruks- Cqpynittee. He. is.currently editor-secretary:for. the NCAO Swimming and Diving Gdide and
Committee. Virginia A . Van'Itosen is women' s coach antiOnstructor of physical
education at the University ofOregon in Eugene . Shehiis"cbached swimming for20 years at the, AAU and collegiate levels, She is past chairperson of the
Aquatics CounCil of AA HPER and past editor of "Aquatics Briefs" forJOHPER.
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&fore valuable information cam; be derived from meet results anwalysis than typicallyis reported. The present apProach deals with times, places, scores, and records thatlimit not only the amount of statistical data available, but also the volume of news

reporting a -ompetitive swimming. This limitation has stunted the potential for
making obj e assessnients of training, individual and teatn progress and perfor-
mance, race planning, meet strategy, and the physical and mental preparation of theswimmers.

.The feedback of information from statistical compilatiodis *doming one of the
most important coaChing tools available. The information received indicates the
direction in Which the season is progressing and terves as a gauge by which future
.performances may be predicted. Using such data becomes invaluable for long-range-planning and goal setting. . - ,

1
Swilimiing statistics can detail bo scores, percentiles, personal bests, etc., asother sports dui Suth data are more comprehensible to the news media and of greater

interest Ito the public. For example, the number of swims (S) corresponds to'baseball's
.4

number cif times at bat (ab)and a swimmer's season's best (SB) compares with a
baseball player's number of hits (h). A battinpverage is calculated from ab and h , as
the percentage of improvement (PI) can be obtained from the SB and S in swimming.
These are important statistics not only to the coach and athlete but to the public as well
and the more information available concerning a sport, the more newsworthy the
competitiv nt. 9

The f mg is a system for compiling meet results including tabulation forms
And sug stions for drawing conclusions from an analysis of the findings. The
proposed system, forms, and methods have been developed through trial and errorand are still being tested.

1"--.N....

Tabulating Dual Meet Results

Individimi Statistics

There are a number of factors or variables indicating the quality ofa swim that need
to be tabulated and organized to provide inforrirriOnThr meet analysis. These include
the number of swims (S), season's best times (SB), personal best times (PB), first
place wins (W), earnid points (EP or Prs), pool, meet, varsity and regional records

18
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/ (PR. MR. VR,'RR), and percentage of iMprov ent (P1). The following fig= is a
sample of a meet tabulation form for individuals. (Figure 1 .)

/ University of Oregon vs.

SWIMMING MEET TABULATION SUMMARY

Place Date/.

SR itName , Swims.

sort. ub

Natl.
Clual. (NO)

Type. of
Record

Figura 1.

It is also necessary to make an on-the-spot identification of season's best (SD) and
personal best (PB) and a listing of the various records. For both of these statistics,
form should be developed pricir to competition. The SB and PB forms should be
included onsone page with the current listing of all teim members and events. The
record summary form Can be distributed to mbet officials, announcers, score keepers,
swimqien, coaches, and news media prior to, the meet. Therefore, as a record is
brok Q is met, tlw event can be circled and the naine or names and times can be
enjtd immediately.. Examples of.these forms ate presented in Figme2 and Figure 3.

Veneto Record

500

SEASON'S BEST TIMES

4 National Guest Time

Figure 2.

- Pommel Bost

SWIMMING MEET RECORDS SUMMARY FORM

Universtes, of Orosloel vs

'Placa Data Soon U0

Ertnt Fool Varsity fame Reakee._ eravi. Dual

Figure 3.

Another very useful record is a list of the " All Time Top Ten" a roster in order
of rank of the ten fastest individuals for every event in the team's history. A form for
this can be developed that would include name, year, ahd time.

Another factor of importance in meet analysis-is the recording of splits for each
swimmer. A temporary form is often used for gathering the data which can later be
transferred to a permanent record form. In races up to 200 'Meters pr yards the time is
generally recorded in quarters or halves of the distance covered 25, 50, 75, 100 or
50, 100, 150, 200. Times indicate information representative of that swim.
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Teani Statistics

The factors in recording team statistics include score, total number records,
number of first place wins, and national qualifiers. Records should also include die
total number of swims, season and personal bests, as well as the wrn-loss record.
Most of the information can betaken from individual statistiti although some coaches
may want to tabulate tcam data separately. The following form is a sample for
tabulating team statistics. Figure 41

PE ACENT,GE OF IMPROVEMENT SEASON'S TREND

'Meet

Data

j

polo/Coda

Season of 19 . 19

.,,Ter Tote!, B.I
, .___,._ Backstroke

Bkra __ _. 0,sUlce Br _____ Breaetroke
Green Sofma % artmougek ---V Butterfly

' Start with tt HICWId moor of rba union

Figure 4.

Tabulatint Championship Results

Pink 000000 I.M,

Individual Statistics

,The va0ables tabulated in championship competition are the same for each session
as tabulated in dual meets: SB, PB, VR,'MR, RR, NQ, etc. However, the form is k
expanded to include summary and comparison between prelims and finals, first,
second, and tfiird days, and between strokes and distances. A sample of an individual
championship tabulation summary for first, second, and third day comparisons
follows. (Figure 5.)

SEI PS

TEAM TABULATION SUMMARY

dhpft.ore Record .._ Score .

Number of Records
Vanity Meet R.%

Figura 5.

04
Nat'l

Guar- (NCO PI

Team Statistics

The variables tabulated in team competition include the total number of swims,
SBs,PBs, records, and NQ, as well as the number of rust places, points earned, and
events. Also included should be a breakdown or surhmary of the number of swims
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each day and the number of season's bests each session. Prelim scorei should be
compared wIrth finals, and first day with third day. PI can also be determined between
strokes and distances. Thiee forms follow showing how to tabidate Otis inforgiation: ,

(Figure 6; Figure 7; 4 Figure 8.) .

CRAMAONSHIP MEET SUMMARY

Meat Place

Data Scone

1
1st Day 2nd Day 3rd Day

s

Pia Ittns

Fina la,

Totals

100

PO

Total

.PERCENTAGE OF IMPROVED SEASONS BEST SWIM BY DAYS

3rd DaY Totals

Figure 7.

PE RCENTAGE OF IMPROVED SEASON'S BEST SWAiS BY STROKE AN ISTANCE

4644(
Figure 8.

A Systemitic Analysis of Meet Results

Individual Performances .

The most popular analysis of individual perfurmance is to use split times as
indicators of the success of the race plan by comparing each race with previous
swims. Three important variables indicated through assessment of splits are (a) th;
speed going out for the first Pourth andlor half of the race, (b) the speed coming back in
the last fourth andior half of the race. aril (c) the drop-off time between the first and
last half of the race:

An analysis of the splits can give coaches and swimmers insights into the ef-
fectiveness of race plans, consistency of pace, and effectiveness of training and
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. .c ditioning programs. 'Trends and progress of the individual are plottedrfor futuir
màt,ivational objectives and goalsetting.

rcentage of impmvement (PI).ii found by dividing the number of season' t best*"
by number of swims. Improvement seemsjo be a more positive indicator of the
progress of an individual and can reinforee motivation ahd goal setting. It is poisibla
to plot a total meet PI for each swimmefor the entire season. At sample of afl chart .
Nilows. (Figure 91)

tal
PE RCLNTACif OF IMPROVED SWIMS F ROM PRELIMSTO F NALS

FriiFtVio

SA' PI

50

Figur. 9.
.........,.....,

.
.

- The number of first places scored, points earned, season'.s and personal bests
achieved, new records broken, and national qualifying standards met .are all indi-
cators of high quality swims. Summarizing these kinds of swims can give insight into
the psychological preparation of the individual for the meet and can daermine who
rises to the competition consistently and who saves until the big event. Data can also
indicate the.effectiveness of training and taper programs. There. are many hidden
variables that may be hard to discern, but the general trends will become visible.

Team Performance
A

,

.,
,The team's percentage of improvementcan be analyzed to determine many factors.,

The level of training fatigue, the iinportance placed upon the meet by the athletes, and
the effects-of training procedure.* may be indicated. Normally, an average of 50%
improvement can be anticipated in a good competitive meet.

The same chart (Figure 9) used far the-individual percentage of improvement can
be used for the team by totaling the data and charting the average. Color coding can
simplify the procedure by allowing all information to be illustrated on one graph.
From such a graph it is possibre to determine the effectiveness of the total swimming
program in all of the str ok as well as at the various distances. The information can
point out weaknesses as li.

Tht number and rank order of individuals achieving listing in an " ALL TIME
. TOP TEN" roster, along with the total number of new records and national quali-
4fiers, is a good indicator of the quality and progress or growth of a team. This
information is 2 valuable a ministrative tool for budget allocation and recruiting.
This summary report' can so be used for competition reports, award programs,
yearbAs, and for the sports information office.

-*.

Championship Meet Statistics Analysis
Too often a team comes away from a+ championship meet frustrated and dis-

*An event swum for the first time that season would be the initittal season's best.
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appointed in its performance. All thetraining and work for the whole season is aimed
at the championship .event in which everyone hopes to excel. However, if the
charepionship meet statistics are thoroughly analyzed, the opposite is often true.

In the 1978 MAW. large college championships at Duke University, only 13 out of
47 women in the 100-yard freestyle trqualed or improved their entry time for a total PI
of 27.65%. The best performance was in the I ,650-yard, where 14 out (4'20 women
equaled or improved their entry time for a PI of 70%. From a total of 884 swims, only
415 swims were equaled to or better thaRthe entered time, for a grand total of 46.94%
of improvement.

In the .1978 Men's Division 1 NC A A Cbampionships at Long Beach, statisties
showed the men did novectorm as well as.the women: Only 169 out of 607 swims
were equal to or better than entry times, resulting M a PI of 27.84%. Knowing these
trends can help alleviate disappointment with a championship meet or at leas{ give the
meet a realistic perspective.

Statistics can also indicate the success of the meet, realistic time standards, and
feasibility of meet sites. The data is newsworthy in tharit describes 'the intensity of
competition and the directions and trends toward which competitive swimming is
moving.

Slimmary
A calculator should be almost as valuable to the coach as a stop watch.nd a system

of c6mputing meet results as important as having a team roster. The -computing
method is important in three ways. First, the forms and procedures for use both during
competition and for permanent record should be as simple as possible. Secondly, the
information gathered must be used in making decisions concerning training, taper,
entries, race plans. meet strategy,,etc. Finally', if your record-keeping is thorough,
you can enjoy the feeling of being organized and knowledgeable about your swim-
mers and your prograM.

4
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DETAILS IN POOL PLANNING

.

DAVID G. THOMAS

David G. Thomas is profesior of physical edtti-ation-cit the'State University of .

New York in,J3inghamton. He holdf the* B.S. degree from. Baldwin-Wallace
Follege and an M.,$. from Bucknell. He tatight'in the Ohio public schools for 10

4Wars and has taught aquaticw at SU NY for.] 5years. He has coached swimming
for 23 years and been a ['Sol consultant for 20. He is author of Swimming Pool
Operators Handbook and numerous articles in NAGWS Guides, JOHPER
Journal, AAHPER publications. U.S. Health Department manuals, and
swimming pool planning books.

A speech to the Facilities Council at the 1976 A AHPER National Convention was
entitled " Pool Mistakes You Wouldn't Belic4e." The reaction to the speech made it
clear that an article on the often overlooked details In pool planning is needed.

Dimensions

Metrics are coming, but the transition in swimming pools will be slow. The best of
both tht metric and the U.S. measurement systems can be used by planning a pool
with a movable bulkhead. In addition, the spiraling cost of construction mandates that
a new pool must be made as versatile as possible. A single pool can be made to serve
an extremely varied program if it is planned properly. The pool shown in the
diagram on page 29 is designed for maximum flexibility. Each feature was included
for a specific purpose.

The pool is 121 teet long, and 45 feet wide. The width allows six standard
competitive swimming lanes of 1 feet each, with the highly desirable "outside alley"
of .18 inches. The 45-foot width is the minimum allowed by water polo rules and is
also the distance specified for tginning swimmers to swim and return under the Red
Cross system.

The length allows for a movable bulkhead, 4 feet wide, to be positioned Attie
25-meter mark and still provides a minimum of 35 feet for a safe diving well. A
shorter pool would not be safe enough for diving during a metric swim meet unless the
bulkhead was moved. The pool length makes possible a minimum-length, official
water polo area with the required _depth of 6.feet and provides a shallow water
instruction area of adequate dimensions (42' x 45') with the bulkhead forming a
physical barrier between shallow and deep water.

The minimum depth of 3 feet 9 inches is a compromise between recommended
competitive course depth (4 feet) and a desirable depth for teaching young children.
Three feet 9 inches exceeds the minimum depth allowed by competitive'swimming
rules and has been, quite Satisfactory in actual use. A depth of 4 feet 6 inchfs at the
deep end of the training area is ample depth for training both beginning and advanced
swimmers, but is not too deep for shorter adults who are unable to stand comfortably
in 5-foot depths. A sharp drop in bottom contour at that ['dint is necessary to provide a
depth of more than 6 feet on the outer side of the bulkhead to comply with water polo
rules. This sharp increase in depth is also helpful in providing as much deep area as
possible for synchronized swimmers who cannot perform adequately in less than 8
feet olzater. ''i he sharp drop to 8 feet is not dangerous because it can be protected
either by the b khead or a lifeline across the pool.
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From an 8-foot depth, le bottom slopes evenly to a maximum depth of 15 feet.
Though safety,rulis' for 3-meter:diving require a minimum.of 13 feet, it is.,safer for
divers anclabener for scuba classei to have the '15-foot depth. In addition, a 15-foot
deOth Ould he adequate for platform diving up to a helgfit of 7.5 meters if desired.

The depth at the deep-erid aft is 13 feet for divingsafety, and tiF slight downward
slope aids in working bottom din tithe drainsfor a (leaner

The bulkhead ig 4,feet wide and Ffeet 8 inches deep. The width is sufficient for /
swimming meet officials and lap counters to share without crowding. Iralso allows
lifeguards a pathway for crossing the pool when necesSary. The bulkhead is deep
enough tocomply with competitive swimming rules for turning surfaces but shallow
enough to be positioned at the shallow eid of the pool during water shows or sailing or
canoeing classes. Because it can be positioned at any point in the pOol, the bulkhead
may also be used as a platform from which overhead lights may be service"

Bulkhead Anchors

Secure, positive anchors for the bullthead should be provided at specifically
designated points. The bulkhead could be temporarily positioned at any other point by
blocking the wheels or by decreasing flotation to hold it.

Positive anchors *shotild be pmviged with the bulkhead just 1 inch from the
shallow-end and deep-end walls. The 1 inch is necessary to prevent damage to the tile
walls, yet not allow feet or arms to be caught in the crevice. Positive anchors should
also be provided at the position where the deep-side face of the bulkhead is exactly 75
feet from the deep-end walliThis position provides an official water polocourse and a
physical barrier between the shallow and deep water areas.

Positive bulkhead anchors for competitive swimming courses must be provided for
two positions..The first is with the shallow-side face of the bulkhead exactly 75 feet I
inch from the shallow end and the second with the shallow-side face of the bulkhead
exactly 82 feet, 1.5. inches (25 meters, plus 1 inch or 2.54 centimeters) from the
shallow end. The extra inch is necessary to ensure that the racecourse is not shorter
than the spetified distance due to inaccuracies inthe construction of the pool wall, and
to allow touch pads for electronic timing mechanisms to be inserted at the finish
without making the racing distance shorter than prescribed. When a new record is
established, a registered engineer must measure the actual distance,swum, to the
smallest fraction of an inch, and submit a report with the record appliation. For this
same reason, the bulkhead must be rigid enough that, when pulled_by tight lane lines,
it does not bow in the middle to shorten the racecourse.

Bulkhead positions are shown in the drawing hy dotted lines and broken cross;
hatched areas. The complete bulkhead as shown is in the 25-meter competitive
position. which will probably be its normal position for recreational swim periods.

Deck Sockets

Deck sockets to accept stainless steel posts of no less than 2 inches. overall
dimension should be placed as shown by black dots in the drawing. They should be on
vach side of the pool so that a line may be strung across the pool between posts.

Measuring from the shallow-end wall, the first pair of sockets should be at 15 feet.
This position is required by the' competitive rules for placement of backstroke turn
flags. The second location should be at the 36-foot mark. Competitive swim rules
require a "recall line" at this point to signal false starts. Sockets are highly desirable
at thc 42-foot mark so that a lifeline can be strung across the pool as the demarcationA

point between shallow and deep water when the bplkhead is not used. It is desirable to
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have post sockets at this point, even though water level insenS are installed for alifeline as ininosepools. There are-times when a fifeline at a height of 6 inches or 4
foot above the water would be desirable as an additional warning, or to limit the range
of a Inge ball sometinies used in games for shallow water Swimmers. Deck sockets
are also needed at tiK 60-foot mark and'at the.67-foot mark.to-*provide backstroke turn
flags for the 25-yard and the 25-meter cotnpetitivecourses, respectively. It is
suggested that sockets-at the 25-yard and 25-meter distances might also be useful for
games, though they are not naSsary. All these sockets shotdd be about 12 to 18
ioches from the pool edge.

The stainless steel posts for the sockets should be in three sections which fit
together ,with sturdy inserts designed to withstand considerable pull froi4 the side.
The first section should extend about 1 foot above the deck le*1 to be used when a
line is extended at water level for games or for safety. The second section should raise
the post about 4 feet above water level. This section also would be used for games or
safety. The third section should extend to' 7 feet above water level to provide
backstroke turn flags in conformance with competitive rules. The lateral strain onsuch posts is considerable, and preferably .anchors should be bolted completely
through the deck into a metal plate in the crawl space below. Six posts will be.needed
simultaneously during speed swimming meets.

Filtered Water Inlets

The filtered water inlets to the pool should all be of the adjustable flow type for
proper control of the recirculation pattern. They must be of the type which can be
mounted exactly Cush with the pool side walls. The inlets shown by small squares in
the drawing are mounted 18 inches below the water surfaee and spaced every 15 feet
around the pool perimeter, except on the shallow-end wall. The spacing and depth
may vary at the engineer's discretion, but there can be no variation in the placement of
the inlets in the shallow-end wall. It would be best to have no inlets at all on the
shallow-end wall, but if they are required by the local Ikalth department code, they
must be placed directly under the lane line anchor sockets and as close to the bottom as
possible. This point is often oyerlooked in pool planning and is necessary to avoid
problems in competitive speea swimming.

Underwater Lights

Underwater lights are shown in the drawing by small circles on the side- and
deep-end walls. It is suggested that they be spaced every 7 feet around the pool
perimeter, except that they must never be placed in the shdllow-end wall. It is further
suggested that they be mounted 18 inthes above thebottom in shallow water, and not
mote than 30 inches abovethe bottom in deep water. Keeping the lights low in the
pool subjects them to greater water pressure, but gives better illumination and
increases pool safety by eliminating the "light plane" which makes it impossible to
see submerged swimmers at night from some viewing angles. ft is important that the
lights on each side wall, and especially the lights on the deep-end wall, be on separate
switches. Frequently, the deep-end wall light will be turned off during competitive

. swim meets to avoid blinding the swimmers as they come to the bulkhead for a turn.
If the lights are evenly spaced as shown, they can be wired to a sequential timer and

'can be used as a pacing mechanism to aid in training distance swimmers. The timer
mechanism must be complex to allow for timing either 25-meter or 25-yard courses,
and for pauses at the turns. The timer should be designed in consultation with a
knowledgeable swimming coach.
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To avoid the danger of flooding in the event of a cracked lens it is best-to use
wet-niche lights. These lightsAv more trouble to service than dry-niche lights; but
are safer in the &Vent of contact with a scuba tink.

Lights in Or shallow-end wall are a hazard. They blind the competitive swjnimer
and may be bloken by swimmers as they turn and kick off froin the wall.

Underwater Loudspeakers ,
.

Experience has shown that underwater loudspeakers are alniost a necessity in
modem pools. They are extremely valuable in teaChing ;cube' classes and indis-
pensable in synchronized swimming. It is best not to build them into the pool walls
because of the deterioration due to chemical adion. One solution is to build speaker
jacks into the side wall of the natatorium about 6 inches above deck level. Speakers
can then be plugged in and hung over the pool edge during use, and stored on a small
wheeled cart whennot needed. Speaker jack locations, shown on the drawing by

small triangles, should not be located directly across from each other, but should be
staggered down the length of the pool to avoid sound interference that might cancel
the signal undenvater in mid-pool. eight jacks are suggested for a pool of this size if
University underwater speakers are used. Use of the Lubell speaker could reduce the
number needed to three. It is vital that these speakers be wired so that sound can be

.heard either underwater alone, or underwater and overhead simultaneously. It is best
to place a variable resistor in the overhead speaker line so that when the volume is high
to the underwater speakers, the resistor can lower the volume of the overhead
speakers.

Microphone Jacks

Microphone jacks are shown on the drawing as small half-circles at the perinitter
walls of the natatorium Note that there should be a jack in each end wall and at least
two along each side wall. In addition, it is very important to install a microphone jack
adjacent to each' underwater window for instructional use.

Underwater Windows

Underwater windows are a very valuable aid to instruction. Swimming, lifesaving,
synchronized swimming, diving, and scuba classes all benefit from a properly
designed underwater window. Unfortunately, until recently, lack of access to the
windows has made them practically useless. It is vital that they be immediately and
directly accessible from the pool deck. The drawing shows trapdoor access stairs built
into the pool deck between the diving boards and along the pool side. In addition, if
these "viewing rooms" are small, completely 'enclosed concrete areas, the danger of
flooding the entire lower area if a window breaks is eliminated. Each viewing room
should be equipped with a microphone jack to the undeiwater and overhead speakers
and should contain a video camera jack so that a video camera can be mopnted at the
window and action viewed on a monitor on the pool deck.

The windows should be rio less than 2 feet by 4 feet in size, but 3 feet by 6 feet
would be much better. They must be mounted so the top cif the window is deeper than
4 feet, and 10 to 20 feet away from a corner. The windows shown drawing of the
pool walls are 2 feet by 4 feet arid 2 feet by 6 feet, respectively. The deee-end window
is 5 feet below the surface and centered between two diving boards. The window on
the side wall is 6 feet below the surface and 20 feet from the deep-end wall.

The trapdoors leading from the deck to the windows should be of aluminum, not
steel, and must have a non-skid surface. They should be mounted flush with the pool
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ack and shOuld be hinged-sO they provide their oWn barrier on each ,side cif the steps'
when open. The viewing room must be provided. with a floor drain'. Um'

14

Pool Markings

Competitive swimming lane markers should be. set in black tile in a white.pool
bottom. No other color should be considered. Competitive rule books specify that
they should be 12 inches in width and have turn targets ateach end. Consult the AAU
and NC A A swimming rule books for details. In a pool 45 fect wide (such as the one
shown here) the outside lane markers Must be centered 5 feet from.each side; the
others are 7 feet apart on centers. Some modification in the larfe markers is needed in
this particular pool to allow for either. 25.-yard, or 25-meter distance 'iWimmines:
Assuming that the prithary use will be for the 25-meter course, the turn targets for this
distance are marked by a solid line across the pool bottom centered 51/2 feet awa)? from
the end of the course. At t,he bulkhead end a 3-foot cross i proVided at the same
distance from the bulkhead as it would be placed for the 25-yard course (centered 7
feet from the center of the solid- crossline): If the primary course is to be the 4-yard
course, then the solid line and short crossline should be reversed. The turn ta4ets on
the pool bottom should not be identical for both courses. This would lead to confusion
for the swimmer.

Sockets for attachment of lane floatlines should be inset into the shallow-end pool
wall and the shallow-side face of the bulkhead. There should be no part of the socket
protruding beyond the face of the wall. Sockets should be very sturdilY.'mounted to

'withstand considerable pull when tightening the floatlines. All sockets should be
installed as close to waterlevel as possible, preferably within an inch above the
surface.

In a 45-foot pool, as shown, the floatline sockets should be installed 18 inches from
each side wall, and on 7-foot centers thereafter. Lane floatlines should be equipped
with easily adjustable winches at one end and should be made of plastic;covered
stainless steel cable. Floats designed for wave-quelling action are essential.

Water polo court markings should consist of a 2-inch black line extending only
foot below the water surface and up to the top lip of the deck. Only a 1-inch blaQk
mark, 6 inches long, should be installed in the horizontal pool deck at the Iip of the,'
pool. It would be desirable, however, to install permanent.deek sockets to accept a -
one-half-incil steel rod as close to the edge of the pool as possible.

Water polo markings are shown in the drawing by short lines directly at the pool
edge. In a 25-yard court, such as the one'shown, they should be placed on each side of
the pool at the following distances from the deep end of the pool: 18 inches, 71/2 feet,
131/2 feet, 371/2 feet, 611/2 feet, 671/2 feet, and 731/2 ,feet.

Sockets for insertion of water polo goal standards must be provided in the deck at
the deep end and in the top surface of the bulkhead: Size and placement will vary
according to the brand narne of the goal stet purchased. The decision on goal net
should" be made in time to build the sockets into the deck and bulkhead'at.the time of
consttuction.

Liudders

Pool ladders should be recessed into the pool side wall near the ornerS. They
, should not be placed in the end walls. Ladder handrails should be plac .$):1 that no
part of them protrudes beyond the pool deck over the water.

28
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-Pate Clocks

Pace clocks 3* or 4 feet in diameter shouJ mountedoaçjatatorium wall at
each ad of the competitive course as sh5wn in the draw k at the deep end
of the course should be cenwred betwean the end of the 100Ctiurse and the end of
the 25-meter course. If spectator seating or overhead balconiamake it impossible to
mount clocks at a height 5 to 7 fest above the deck, then liollable clocks should be
used on the deck. Clocks need to be on one side of the pool only.

Safety Niche r-,

To provide a foothold fur tilting in deep itter, a;niche in the pool wall is
recommended. The one shown in the drawing extends across e dpep end wall and
along each side wall to the 6-foot depth point. It is recessed 6 itictsiOnté the wall and
is 6 inches. high. The bottom edge of the niche is 49ifeet deep: The corners should be
coved for safety and ease of ctening. A protruding ledge is a hakanland should not be

4
used. .

Many of the items mentioned in this article are ovirlookedirequently in planninf
pools. Foresight in planning these details woald result in far less materiarfor speeches

, -such as " Pool Mistakes You Wouldn't Believe."
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TIPS FOR BOATING EDUCATIOil
vb.

BEATRICE A. PYLE

Beatrice A. Pyle is associate professor and coordinator of aquatics in the
Department of Physical Education at Miami University, atford. Ohio. She is
author of Smallcraft A Textbook for Teachars, and is editor of the AAHPER
Aquatic Counill Canoeing, Sailing, and Po)yer Boating syllabi.

Emphasis in physicaleducation activities is directed toward the lifetime sports of
bowling, golf, tennis, and swimming. Rarely is the area of small craft indicated in this
category, although in 5 to 10 years water-related sports are expected to be the most
popular recreational activity in the country. It is the opinion Of the Aquatic Council of
AA HPERD that activities involving small craft will account for much of this rise in
popularity.

As the use of small craft increases, safe boating practices are needed. ignorance of
equipment, regulations covering boating safety, and lack of consideration for others
have led to a high accident rate. In an effort to reduce this statistic the United States
Coast Guard sponsors an annual boating Education Seminar. AAHPERD has been
represented at all seminars and is cooperating with the Coast Guard in the preparation
of professional educators in this discipline. Safe boating can only be achieved through
a captive audience over a period of growth years. This audience can be found in the
physical education classes thrdighout the land. Physical education personnel trained
in the metlids of teaching small craft activities at all levels can and are serving, not
only their students, but the community and the nation.

The ideal time for small cçaft education is early in physical education instruction,
making students and parents receptive to boating safety. Rowboating, canoeing,
kayaking, sailing, and power boating are rich in the psychological, physiological, and
biornechanical benefits offered in the physio0 education dthnain. A small craft
course can be taught in the gym, classroom, pool;or lake to all age levels grades K
to 12, college and university students, and senior Citizens.

The 'administration of a small craft course is not as insurmountable as one would
imagine. Basic areas can be taught without even launching a boat in water. Theory
encompasses a large percentage of the course, and it is this knowledge that is
generally lacking in present-day enthusiasts. Ideally a good course encompasses both
theory and practical techniques, but the absence of facilities should not preclude
offering such instruction.

-

Types of Courses: Rowboat, Canoe, Kayak, Sall, Powerboat
1. Theory courses when there are no boats or water areas avail4ble and when students

are under age according to state law.
2. Theory and practical cowses when boats and water are available.

Cost

The cost will vary from place to place but need not be prohibitive. Cost depends on
availability of boats and a place to use them as well as the ingenuity of the instructor. It
is always possible to borrow a small boat somewhere in any city, village, or outlying
area. Small sailboats such as the cat rig or board boat with lateen rig, a canoe 12-18
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feet in length, or a small dinghy with oars, are all light enough io be placed in a
swimming pool or on a gymnasium floOr on inflated inner tubes. Community
agencies such as recreation departments, Red Cross, scout groups, police depart-
ments or evvri community leaders might provide boats. The Bureau of Water Safety
or Natural Resources in each stateis a? excellent source for assistance and in-

_ struction. Frequently "package ckali'lan be made with marinas oriparks where
there Li a boat dock or renting concession.

The Instructor

If an instructor is not knowledgeable.or feels insecure in attempting a course many
avenues of assistance are open in the form of films, slides, posters, and booklets from
various agencies. Groups srich as the Red Cross, Coast Guard, United States

. 4Canoeing Association, or qutboard Boating Club of America as well as interested
community members can lie of great assigance.

The Student

All students should have theory instruetion (re`gardless of age) and those with
swimming ability should have theory-practical (on water) experience.

General Tips

Instruction in the Clasgroom, Men or Gym
, Placec a canoe, rowboat, small dinghy with a small motor, or sailboat (board boat)/--.,.

oil four inner tubes. (This creates the sensation of beifig on the water.)
A. Techniques

I, Proper placement of equipment required by law
2. Entering and leaving the craft and changing positions
3. Carrying the craft
4. Trimming the craft
5. Canoeing position and essential strokes (use brooms for paddles).

Bleachers or stairwells, can also be used.
6. Sailing (do not use daggerboard or rudder). Students rig boat, raise and

lower sail, change positions. Using several large mobile fans directed to-
wards the sail; teach students how to handle the sail with wind coming from
different directions.

7. Rowboat use brooms for oars
B. Navigation chart reading and application of compass

1. Use of local map; shrubs andtrees are reefs or rocks; street corners are islands
or docks. Instructor puts in buoys.

2. Use orienteering on land to teach navigation on water.
C. Marlinspike Seamanship each student makes a knot board with explanation

and use of each knot.
b. Weather trip to weathar bureau or local forecaster as a guest speaker.
E. Rules of the Road and Piloting

Problem-solving situations using gymnasium or field as water. Set up buoys
(road markers or flags for buoys . . . on water, styrofoam protectors that
chemicals art shipped in make good buoys). Students walk through situations
pretending they are boats.
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F. Safety (films available).
I. Proper use.of personal flotation devices
2. Causes of accidents
3. Boat safety
4. Care of equipment

Instructim in Swn Pool

This instruction would be followed by iractical work on a safe body of water.
Techniques learned with craft on land (inner tubes) can be carried into the pool using
the same boat (without the tubes). Additional techniques are listed.
A. Canoe

I. Launching .from land entering, cruising, debarking
2. Strokes kiwi on deek and paddle in water followed by paddling ih canoe
3. "In and Out" while on water
4. Capsize recovery
5. Canoe over canoe rescue use board boat or dinghy

B. Sailboat
I. Launching and docking
2. "In and Out" techniques while on water
3. Capsize and righting
4. Daggerboard as paddle

C. Rowboat,
1. Launching, rowing, and docking
2./ Proper use of oars
3. Capsize technique
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TEACHING AQUATICS TO INFANTS

CARLA J. SEVEF3SON

Carla J. Severson is aquatics instructor for the Madison Recreation Depart-
ment in Madison, Wisconsin. She has presented infant swimming materials at
the National Forum for the Advancement of Aquatics and has established
swimming programs for infants and developmentally disabled Childrenin Wis-
consin and Florida.

With a growing public interest in preschool aquatic programs; there are too few
resources available to teachers hoping to establish a program in their community.
This article is designed to provide the groundwork for setting up an infant aquatic
program. It will cover facilities, staffing, registration, publicity, orientation, class

z organization, and teaching teclmiques.
Before-any classes cArt start, it is important to be sure adequate facilities will be

provided. The ideal situation is an indoor pool with a water temperature between 870
and 92° F. The air temperature should be 3-5° F warMer. The water temperature is
one of the most important factors in an infant aquatics program. A cold baby will be a
miserable baby. Dressing rooms with changing tables kirdmvaiin.a %Ikitys&s.

available. Depending.on the particular teaching techni ues employed, teaching aids
such as water toys and flotation devices may be usC Water toys can include any
plastic waterproof bathtub toys. They should contai90 parts small enough to fit into
a baby's mouth. Manyfeel that using toys as teaching aids can be distracting to the
child. However, used 4ffectively, they provide an avenue for positive reinforcement
and offer an incentive.

Flotation devices, most commonly inflatable arm bands and float belts, are some-
times implemented as teaching aids. Many instructors are urged to use them in
programs where teaching with flotation devices is stressed. It is probably most
effective to use these for only part of the lesson, if at all. The children can easily
develop a dependence and false sense ,of security with such devices.

Before starting .a preschool swim program, every pool should be-equipped for
greatest safety. There should be a telephone with emergency numbers nearby. An
adequate first aid kii is necessary. Doors and locks to the pool should be secure.
Non-slip tile in the locker room and around the pool deck is important. The pool area
must have the proper lifesaving equipment.

After establishing facilities, it is necessary to consider staffing. It is best to have
one instructor for every ten children. Though it may be difficult to find instructors
trained in infant aquatics, it is best to employ water sdety instructors with previous
teaching experience. One or more attendants should be employed to Supervise the
deck ,and locker room area.

Publicity is helpful when starting a new program. Some -effective avenues
publicizing your program are newspapers, radio and television spots, brochures and
flyers to materriity wards. La Leche Leagues, and day-care centers. Of course, the
best form of advertisement will be word of mouth, once a program is established.

An orientation session ig important for new participants. This gives.the instructor
an opportunity to cover sighificant points with the parents. These should include:

a. what the parents can probably expect from their children in the water,
b. what will be covered in the ten-lesson session,
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c. what the tiarent and child should ,vear, and
d. what parents and children should do in preparation for the lessons.

Basic rescue and resuscitation techniques can also be included at this time.
Children should be grouped according to both age and abil* y level. One-year

increments are a suitable division. Ability level can be judged in tqns of experience
in the program or by swimming ability.

The children should attend le0ons 2-3,times each week. The lesso s should be no
more than one-half hour in length. At this age frequency is more mportant than
endurance in learning.

In terms of safety and development, the following skills should be included in a
preschool aquatics program:

a, Submersion
b. Hanging on to the side of the pool
c.Climbing out of the pool
d. Jumping in .

e. Backfloat
f. Techniques for arm pull and kick
g. Passing the child underwater
h. Coming up for a breath while swimming in a prone position
j. Jumping in, turning around, and swimming back to-the side

includad, with these skills should be games and play activities which either the
instructor or parent can introduce.

it should be made clear to the parents that they will be instructing and working with
their own children: They will be taught skills to help their children' become more
secure in water. Clear up unreasonable expectations by explaining thai the child will
not learn "swimming" skills and will not be independent in the water after ten
lessons. The instructor will teach effective techniques and provide assistance. Parents
should be reminded that liberal use of praise and patience will aid learning.

The following curriculum outline includes all that shouldbe covered in a ten-resson
course. This provides the parents with enough material to work independently with
their children until they are about three years old.

TEN-LESSON FORMAT

Lesson I
a. Locker room and pool rules before entering the water
b. Techniques for adjustment to the water
c. Beginning kicking exercise

Lesson II First submersion
Lesson 111

a. Hanging on to the side
b. Climbing out of the pool
c. Jumping in sitting and standing, assisted and unassisted

Lesson IV Backfloat
Lesson V Passing the child underwater:

a. 'From teacher to parent
b. From parent to side of the pool
c. From parent to self while moving backward
d. Child swimming from wall to parent

VI Arm pulling techniques
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Lesson VII
a. Review self-pass from Lesson V coming up for a breath

'6. Stress importance in learning independent rhythmic breathing
c. Teach turning over from front to back

'Lesson VIII
Advanced combined skill jumping in, turning around, and swimming back tothe side

Lesson IX Practice and review
Lesson X Practice and review

The following time division can be used for each class:
a. 5 min. Taking roll and answering questions
b. 5-7 min. Warm-up and practice
c. 7-10 min. New skills
d. 10 min. Practice and playtime
This article has covered the basic material needed when organizing and teaching an

infant aquatics program. Supplemental materials are listed in the bibliography. The
primary aid in running this kind of program comes through experience.
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USE OF THE "STANDING FLOAT" IN LEARNINQ TO
TREAD WATER

EDNA R. VANDERBECK

Edna R. Vanderbeck is assistant professor and coordinator of aqdatics al
Illinois State University. She received the Ph.1). from the University oftOregon;
her dissertation dealt with pelformance errors in the front crawl and side-
strokes. In addition to extensive experience teaching physical education and
aquatics in public schools and at the university level, Dr. Vanderbeck served as
meet director of the first /UAW Swimming and Diving Championships, as a
member and chairperson of the Championship Advisory Committee, and as a
member of the NAGWS Swimming and Diving Rules Committee. She is cur-
rently chairperson-elect ofithe AAHPERD Aquatic Council.

Beginning swimmrs often defeat their own purpo s in their early efforts to learn
to tread water. Their furiously flapping arms and thrash'hg legs contribute as much to
submergence as they do to support and are a poor sub 'tute for reliance on the
buoyancy of water and on efficient sculling arid kicking. Ev n experienced swimmers
waste energy in their efforts to keep head and face above water. If beginners and all
other swimmers can be helped to discover the full effect of buoyancy in deep water,
they can learn to depend more upon that buoyancy, replace unnecessarily vigorous
movement with slower, less taxing action, and thereby extend their endurance time
while treading.

One method that successfully affords the buoyancy experience is a "standing
float" in deop water. The standing float is performed by assuming a vertical,
"standing" position in deep water, 'stopping all supportive movements, and per-
mitting the body to settle at whatever depth individual body density dictates. The
experienced swimmer can begin this float from treading water by slowing, then
stopping, the treading action and catching a quick breath just before the mouth is
submerged. The non-fearful, novice swimmer can support the body by placing one or
both hands on the overflow edke, allowing his or her body to settle intO the water, and
then removing the hand(s) from the pool edge. The beginner and/or fearful novice can
be supported under one arm (or by a suit strap) by a partner who thenlowers the floater
into the water.

From a vertical position, with the chin at water kvel, the swimmer should quickly
but gently stop; all efforts to,stay above water. There should be no final upward surge
as support efforts are stopped. The swimmer will then slide downward some distance
into the water. The swimmer whose body density is greater than 1.0 will not return to
the surface without some supportive effort but will settle toward the bottom. All
others will bob gently and repeatedly until each finds the depth of suspension
determined by indiyidual body density and the amount of air in the lungs. During this
quiet bobbing process the head should be held erct with eyes directed straight ahead
parallel to the surface of the water; the arms should hang at the sides and the legs
should hang straight down as though standing. Bh4ace in the vertical position can be
maintained by keeping the head erect and mov,ing the arms gently forward or
backward to counter any tilt of the body. Except for the low level of tension required
cc') maintain body balance and alignment, the student should remain relaxed during the
standing float. Two or three attempts may be required for some students to achieve a
fully suspended position. 3 .1
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As pointed out above, students with body density greater than 1.0 will not be.,
suspended but will sink to or near the bottom and remain there until some effort is
made to return to the surface. Among those who sink will be a higher percentage of
adult males than adult females and a higher percentage of blacks than whites, but in
any mixed, average class there will be a very small number of true "sinkers." Some
swimmers with body density near 1.0, especially men and firmly muscled, lean
women, will settle completely under water but not on the bottom. Most students will
be suspended with some part of the head above the water's surface; many, especially

. adult women, will he so high that their eyes will be above water. Occasionally an
obese swimmer with soft museulature will float with the head entirely above water.

Those who float high will soon discover that a simple backward tilt of the head will
enable them to clear water long enough for a quick exchange of air. Those who float
slightly lower will be required to press downward with the hands while tilting the head
back in order to clear the surface for breathing. The few who sink deep in the water
will need a stronger down-press of the hands and some may need to add a kick in order
to return to the surface.

The primary value to swimmers of this buoyancy experience lies in recognizing
that buoyancy does suppOrt the body in deep water as well as in shallow and in a
vertical position as well as a horizontal one. Applying this knOwledge to treading, it
follows that for most swimmers only a small amount of supportive effort is required to
keep the head entirely above water while in a vertical position.

Many swimmers also will find the standing float to be a cotgortable, resting
position and may prefer it over the conventional survival float position, because the
erect position of the head keeps water out of the nose. The very buoyant swimmer
whose hips rise to the surface in vurvival float position, making it difficult to lift the
head for breathing.,may also flU, the standing float an effective substitute.

After students hav7r*successfully experienced deep water buoyancy, any proven
method may be employed to teach treading water. The following system is one which
has been successful.

With students standing in shoulder-deep. water, practice sculling at chrst depth
applying foreo downward for support. Emphasize the following performance tech-
niques:
1 . Keep the .hands 12-20 inches fnom the chest so supportive force is applied

relatively neat the center of weigt and buoyancy of the body.
2. Force should be applied by the whole arm and hand but most of the arm action

should occur through flexion-extension and pronation-supination at the elbow
joint. The elbows should not be extended fully at any time.

3. As the hands move away from each other in sculling, tilt the palms outward
slightly so thumbs are low and little fingers higher; as they move toward each
other, tilt palms slightly inward so little fingers are low and thumbs are higher.
The motion is similar to spreading peanut butter on bread.

4. Apply force diagonally downward on both the inward and outward sweeps of the
hands and with equal force in both parts of the sweep.

5-. Keep the hands firm, flat, and aligned with .the forearms; fingerS should be
extended and may be together or slightly separated.

Begin the practice at moderate speed until the pattern of motion is established, then
increase the speed and application of force against the resistance of, the water.
Emphasize an awareness of the force and resistance. When sufficient force is being
applied, whirlpools will appear above the hands and the student will be able to lift the
feet from the bottom of the pool by bending knees and hips. Reminders about the
t2uoyancy experience and the high levels of suspension may help students reduce body
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tension and improve the effectiveness of supportive -sculling. Most students will
succeed in this step very; quickly if scuffing techniques havelbeen carefully monitored
and directed. The length of time a student can remain supported by sculling alone
depends on the individual's buoyancy and 4rm strength.

As soon as support sculling has been successfully accomplished, even for a brief
period, a leg action tan be added. Either a sidestroke-like kick or a whip kick is more
effectiye than a flutter kick and both can be introduced by demonstration and
description even if the student has not had experience with them in other ways. For
those. who cannot find success with the side or whip kicks, a flutter kick will serve
temporarily. When the kick is added, the following points should be emphasized:

.1. When using the side or whip kick, the upper body should be inclined forward and
the hips kept partially flexed so the body assumes a semi-sitting position with the
legs and feet below the chest and shoulders. With the flutter kick, the body is held
straighter so the kick is below the hips, trunk, and shouldN.akthe legs swing
freely from 'the hips.

2. In treading, the hips and knees should not be fully extended acif end of the scde or
whip Ricks. The kick should be foreshortened and "rnun off into a slow,
relaxed deovery for the next kick. .

3. The side and whip kicks should be delivered at a moderate pace as a supplement to
sculling and may even be alternated with sculling by reducing not stopping
the arm action while the kick is delivered. In that way the arms may relax and rest
briefly extending their endurance.

Addition of the kick to sculling may be dOne in standing depth water if the students
can stand 'erect and still be chin deep, or students may be moved to deeper water with
partner support/assistance provided for beginners or fearful novices. Sttidents who
stand taller than chin deep shbuld usually be moved to deeper water for addition of the
kick.

As soon as the skill of treading is fully or partially mastered, for more, complete
safety, the swimmer must be taught to change positions from both prone and supine
horizontal to vertical for treading andefrom the vertical treading position to a hori-.zyintal swimming position.

In summary, the greatest deterrent to learning how to tread water is the fear of
sinking. Except for infants and very young children who have not had time and/or
experiences to develop inhibiting apprehensions about deep water and drowning,
most novices must be taught to transfer the concept of floating in shallow water to
stayinrafloat in deep water. When that concept is established, the swimmer will
begin to overcome inhibitions about deep water.

Because the novice swimmer's most frequent response to deep water is an attempt
to be vertical, with head and face above water for breathing, success and comfort in
achieving that position will provide a revel of self-determined security which no other
technique can supply.
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EVALUATION OF NOVICE SYNCHRONIZED
SWIMMING SKILLS

JACKIE DOUGLASS

Jackie Douglass is a former world c on and an "All American" in the
sport of synchronized swimming. She national official, and an administrator
in NAGWS, MAW, and the . She is also serving on the United .itates
Olympic Conunittee for synchronized swimming.

Because synchronized swimming is viewed subjectively, it presents special dif-
ficulties in achieving sound evaluation procedures. The complex nature of the activity
demands that multiple factors be simultaneously weighted and judged by one or more
raters, whose differing opinions are likely to affect the precision of the overall
judgment. Further complicating accurate evaluation is the inconsistency of individual
performers in repeating the same figure.

How can one best evaluate synchronized swimming performance in view of the
difficultks stated? Chic consideration in selecting an appropriate method is the
purpose behind the evaluation. There are differences in competitive and instructional
situations. In competition, using scores from 0 to 10, swimmers are judged from a
standpoint of perfection. The primary intent of the rating is to place individuals in the
proper order of finish according to their skill at one given point in time. Although this
relative aspect of measurement is of major concern, consideration is also given to
accurate placement of each individual or routine on the overall rating scale. The score
should therefore serve both as a tool for placement and as an indiCatofr of an absolute
ability level. Differences between competitors are both expected and desired. As the
variation in ability levels increases, the task of the judges in determining a rank order
becomes less difficuft.

While the relative ranking of swimmers by skill level is usually of lesser im-
portance in an instructional setting, the need for correct identification of each
individual's absolute ability is essential. Such a determination may be helpful in the
assignment to an initial sequence of instruction, in the diagnosis and correction of
errors, and in end-of-unit evaluations.

In view of the contrasting emphases, an alternate method of evaluating skills in a
novice synchronized swimming unit is presented. The approach is based on the
concept of progression. In synchronized swimming, as in most activities, a hierarchy
of skills exists. Intermediate figures can be successfully performed only after funda-
mentals have Ixen mastered. Moving too quickly past basics can hinder advanced .

work to come. Utilization of mastery levels for instruction and evaluation should help
to alleviate this problem.

Using this approach, the content to be presented is identified. A specification of
what constitutes mastery of the material is then made. The admifristration of tests to
determine each student's level of achievement logically follows.

Interest is in the growth of each individual. Variability in skill level between
individuals is not desirable as it is hoped that all students will be able to achieve
maximum results.

One advantage to an individual progression system is that students can progress at
rates suited to their individual needs. Some may spend time on verticil figures while
others are concentrating on walkout techniques. lf the chosen skill progression is



sound, optimal performance should result for all. Emphasison individual progressjon
also serves to provide a motivational factor, since advancement is so highly per-
sonalized.

Use of Ability Levels

Assignment to an ability level may be made in orw of tWo ways. Swimmers May be
mtested and placed in an appropriate skip group relevant to the material to be'
presented. Or, all swimmers may initially be placed in the most basic skill group.
This second technique assumes no prior knowledge on the part of the students. A
decision about which method to use will depend on the amount of group variability.

In either situation, progression to a higher level is possible only after satisfactory
completion of specified requirements for a given level. The rwocess is then repeated,
with continued grogression possible as mastery of °required skills becomes evident.

Selection of Content

Of major concern in deciding which skills and figures to include in each level of a
novice course is to ensure that a logical sequence is followed. There are anmumber
of acceptable ways to present the same material. One useful principle states: All
figures require sculling to support or propel the body as it moves through a series of
body positions. This statement implies that the novife should be given a thorough
introduction to a variety of sculls and body positions. 'These can then serve as building
blocks for figures and originals.

A further consideration is the order in which course materials are pre- sented. It is
suggested that the instructor:
I. Present sculls in a sequence from easy to difficult. For examp;-.d* standard and

the reverse standard sculls are best taught before the torpedo and the reverse
torpedo. Although the techniques are the same, the two overhead sculls present an
added problem in supporting bocly weight.'

2. Present body positions in a sequence of increasing difficulty.
3. Use a combination of the most basic sculls and body positions to introduce simple

figures and originals early in the course of learning. Tubs, somersaults, and
oysters should be easily accomplished and provide an introduction to the concept
of within-figure transitions.

4. Keep in mind that any number of factors might contribute to the difficulty of a
figure. Some examples are listed below:
a. Difficulty of scull (support), body position (vertical), or transitions from one

position to another (ballet leg to crane).
b. Length or complexity of a series of basics (sub-crane). .
c. Strength requirements of a position or a figure (ballet legs, double).
Again, the key word in developing a satisfactory progression is logic. Analyze.

figures to be taught and try to understand why a barracuda would be taught before a
flamingo. The correct sequential presentation of skills should produce results.

Evaluation Procedures

Readiness of a swimther to move to a higher level is demonstrated through
satisfaction of a series of specified requitements. There will probably be any number
of acceptable alternatives from which an instructor might select mastery tests. In
choosing these, 'consider the amount of material coveredin a level, the amount of time
needed for evaluation purposes, and the length of time, various tests take to ad-
minister. If it then seems advisable to limit the number of tests to cover just a
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percentage of the skills presented in a level, make a representative selection. Re-
member,. too, that it is pbssible to designtests that tap more than one isolated skill.
However, these present greater difficulty in interpretation. The important issue in ihe
selection of mastery standards is the existence of a strong relationship between the
content and the chosen means of evaluation.

Another consideration is tle selection of an appropriate cut-off !vim. Is a student
only ready to progress to level two ifevery performance criterion of level one has been
reached, or is mastery of 80% of the content acceptable? Am there some skills in
which mastery should be mandatory and others in which mastery is esirable,but nat
required? Answers to such questions as these are not always eas to discern. The
selection of a certain mastery standard should be based on a sound rationale. It is
recommended that some skills be specified as mandatory.for progression, whit other
skills remain optional. In this way, individual abilities can be.congidered, yet not to
the detriment of quality performance.

A Synchronized Swimming Progression

The following progression is just one way that novice figure skills might be
presented and evaluated. It is-not the only feasible approach, but one application of
principles previously discussed. Its purpose is illustrative.

EVALUATION OF NOVICE SYNCHILONIZED
SWIMMING SKILLS

Skills

Back Layout -Position

Stationary Scull

Standard scull

Reverse Standard Scull

Tub Turn & Variations

Front Layout Position

-Canoe Scull

Bent Knee Position

Tuck SomerSault &
Variations

Oyster & Variations

Pike Somersaults

1)

Level I

Mastery Tests

From a back layout position,
standard scull (20 yds.).
stationary scull (10 sec.).
reverse standard scull (20 yds.)

* (2) From a front 14out position,
canoe scull (20 yds.). (bent
knee position optional)

(3) Tub turn

(4) Stationary scull, right bent
knee position, left bent knee
position, back tuck somersault

* (5)- Front pike somersault-

(6) Back pike somersault, or oyster

e0rder of preseiration within each level is not being implied.
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Level 2
.

Torpedo * (I) Torpedo .(201>ds.) notes
'red

Reverse Torpedo -1 * (2) Reverse Tome' do (2Q. yd.) ements

Overhead Scull * (3) Vertical Position, Overhead
_

Scull (Id see)
Ballet Leg

* (4) Ballet Legs, Alternate
Ballet Leg, Submarine

(5) Somersub
Split Position'

(6) Bent Knee Kip
Vertical Position or

Porpoise,
Somersub -1

Bent Knee Kip

Porpoise

SWordfish

Support Scull

Lobster

Vertical "Catch

Barracuda.

Dolphin. Series ,

Crane Position

Walkover Series

Level 3

I additional
skill should
alsbbc
satiSfactorily
performed

(I) .Scull in Flamingo Position
(15 yds.)

* (2) Dolphin
or

Dolphin, Foot First

" (3) Barracilda

* (4) Walkover, Pmnt
Or

Walkover. Back

Flamingo Position (5) Hybrid (Ballet Leg, Tip
to Crane, Tuck, for ex.)

4f
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Level 4 (Intermediate to Advanced)

Vertical "stop- at (I) Ballet Legs. DOuble,
ankles Submarine

Twists. Overhead

Twists; Support Scull

Knight Position

Ballet Legs,,Double 14) Figure Which Includes
a Catalina Rotation

Catalina Rotation

(2) Swordfish, Straight Leg

(3) Verticil Figure with
Low Level Twist
(Kip. Eiffel. . .)

Eiffel Tower

Heron

Swordfish, Straight I..4g

Flamingo Series

(5) Hybrid of 4+ Positions

(6) Front Pike, 1/2 Crane
Twist, Walkout

to,

4 out of the
6 listed
skills
should be
satisfactorily
performed



PUBLIC RELATIONS AND AQUATIC PROGRAMS

MARY L. OPPENHEIM

Mary L. Oppenheirn received the AS. degree fromEndicott CiPllege, Beverly,
. Massachusetts. She trained at Red Cross National Aquatic School as a water

safety iristructor and lids been a water safety instructor trainer at that school for
18 years. She served as treasurer of the National Forum for Advancemenrof
Aquatics (formerly W NAF).4Since 1951 she has taught aquatics at Lake
George, New kork, and Miami Beach and Hillsboro Beach, Flori4a. In 1972
she received the "Recognition with Appreciation" award frowthe Cortncil for
National Co-operation in- Aquatics for her contribution to the Aquatic_ Bib-,

, liography. Currently she serves as an aquatic consultant, and volunteer director
of,the International Swimming Hall of Fame Library.

Public relations plays an important part in planning our aquatic programs. By
understanding public relations, we will be able to promote our aquatic programs more
effectivfly.

- .

Definition

Good public relations creates goodwill between the agency and the public.

Objective

The objectives of public relations ,in aquatic programs include:
*, Educating the public in understaading the purposes, aims, values, and services

of the agency or department.
Arousing public opinion in favOr of the aquatic program and building general
goodwill.
Eniisting participution, attendance, and interest, and securing maximum use or
facilities and services.
Keeping the public conscious of the organization's continued willingness to
serve.
Reporting aquatic events.
Guiding aquatic clubs and organizations in the adoption of projects related to
aquatics.
Emphasizing program planning, content, and procedure in the aquatic rec-
reation.

interpretatkm
Interpretation means explaining your program in ternis the public can understand.I.

In interpreting you must:
Know the aqtytic community.
Be a good saresperson.
Use a variety of techniques and media.
Develop, public relations' plans.

Planning

Plans are vital to successful public.relations. Publicity plans should be made at
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least six months in advance and are essential in a successful aquatic program. Answer
the following questions in planning publicity:

Why should this event be publicized?
What media shall be used?
What financial resources are available?
.What background and source material is needed? .
How will publicity affect aquatic programs and policies?
When should publicity be released?
Is the plan flexible enough to meet emergencies?

Med la

NEWSPAPER
The newspaper is the most widely used medium for aquatic publicity and deserves

detailed attentinn. In dealing with newspapers there are several things tit keep in. .
mind:

Include "who, what, when, why, where, and how" in yotir story.
Study the general makeup of the paper.
Inform the editors and staff of the goals and purposes of the aquatic program.Try to arrange special articles with photographs.
Become acquainted with the editors of all depanmeitts.
Try not to use the sports page for publicizing aquatic programs.

5 Secure advance copies of addresses of prominent speakers.
Observe newspaper deadlines.
Accommodate the press on all possible occasions.

SPEAKERS BUREAU
Sie.aking befote different groups throughout the iear can be helpful in publicizing

aquatic programs. Civic clubs, 'parent-teacher associations, educational organi-zations, and other groups may want to hear about aquatics. An increaiingly popular
device ambng nonprofit agencies is the speakers bureau. Volunteers deliver basic
speech material prepared for them and assignments arc rotated. Good speeches can

gals° be illustrated with slides, motion pictures, and exhibits..
PRINTED MATERIALS

. There is a "wide choice of printed materials useful for an aquatic program. These
include annual reports, special reports, bulletins, folders, directories, guides, hand-bills, and posters. Such media can be expensive, and their use must be carefully
planned. Photographs and illustrations are also effective.

MOTION PICTURES .3

Modern films, by combining auditory and visual appeal, are used increasingly for
education. Good motion pictures are very effective, but productioncan be expenSive.

RADIO AND TELEVISiON
All stations are required by federal law to provide public service programs. In

planning such broadcasts, determine (a) the time the program is to be aired, (b) the
quality of coverage, and (c) the opportunity to advertise thi broadcasts beforehand.

MISCELLANEOUS MEDIA
Tad,ç and professional magdZines Articles should conform to the purpose of the

publication.
Committees These can help in sponsoring and promoting aquatic activities andin selling any part of the program they help guide.
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Conk/ewe forums and interviews These focus on understanding through
democratic discussion.

Clearinghouse services Aquatic agencies serve as clearinghouses and are
instrumental for scheduling events for all groups.

Research Study of current periodicals and publications will provide fresh ideas
and selling points of aquatic programs.

Mailing lists and rirculatk4of top material Key individuals should be put on
mailing lists to treeive speciZarticles and materials.

Elements 'in Nile Relations
1. The aquatic program itself is the best instrument for building goodwill; the

aquatic worker can be the best publicity agent.
2. Publipimon is the speedometer. The aquatic program must be accepted Id

supported y publicpopinion.
3. Public relations mugt.work around the calendar. The flOw of public inform4tion

must be constant throughout the year.
4. Facts must be presented. Straightforward, honest publicity is the best publicity.
5. Nothing should be taken for granted. It is important to think carefully of

pubficity content and presentation.
6. Publicity must be planped.

a. Illustrate the material.
b. Use statistics and figures.
e. Include testimony.
d. Restate the case.

7. Established channels expedite the flow of publicity. There must be satisfactory
means for the public to seure information quickly, easily, and accurately.

8. Equitable treatment is important. Public, relations breaks down unless the
representatives of mass communications (press, radio, television; and .the like) are
treated equitably. One must share advance news and observe deadlines.

Most aquatic administrators, directors, and instructors are faced with the re-
sponsibility of publicizing the aquatic events of a college, school, agency, or organi-
zation. The information in this article can help them improve their communicatie9
with the public and their agency.

a
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DEVELOPING AN UNDERSTANDING OF .

ACTION-REACTION' IN FLUTTER KICKS

RICIA JONES GORMAN

Patricia Jones Gorman receivedthe B . A . and M . A . de rees from Case Western
Reserve University, Cleveland, Ohio, and the Ph.D. degree from the Ohio State
University, Columbus. As a water safety instructor trainer in the CleVelant
area, she taught all levels of Red Cross swimming skills. She heti coached
synchronized swimming.for coinpetition and serves the National Synchronized
Swimming Coaches Academy as information 'director. Preseigtly she is a pro-
fessor of physical education at Cuyahoga Community College in Cleveland.

"I'm not going anywhere. Why not?" asks a bewildered swimmer. Thisquestion
is asked frequently by students whose ineffective performance of the flutter kick in
either prone or supine position fails to produce propulsion in the desired direction.
The question may be answered simply and convincingly by use of a series of drills
designed to enable swimmers of advanced beginneror intermediate skill to perceive
their actions and the resulting reactions in the water. ThrOugh performance of the
drills and self-analysis'of the results, students may become aware of effective and
ineffective application of force in the two flutter kicks. They should then be able to
understand why they have ilyt been "going anywhere" and know how to improve.

Review of the Literature

The writings of prominent teachers and coaches show areas of agreement and
disagreement concerning basic principles and details of leg action. There is agree-
ment that the flutter kick is not accurately named, as the leg action neither flutters nor
kicks. Torney's definition of swim kicking as "propelling the body through the water
by some means of movement of the legs" cari be accepted. (18:26) Other experts
define the flutter kicks as oscillating or undulating ,action, an alternating, vertical,
whip-like motion, rubberlike, loose, and,pliant.

There is agreement that the flutter kick contributes to total propulsion in both front
and back crawl strokes and that swimmers should learn to kick effectively. Flexibility
at knees and, particularly, at ankles increases the kick's effectiveness. Inefficient
movements increase drag; overkicking results in fatigue. To be effective, the feet
must remain underwater. An effective kick contributes less to total, propulsion than do
arm movements. There is Stime disagreement as to the actual percentages of arm and
leg contributions, but all recognize that this percentage varies from swimmer to
swimmer. There is general agreement that the kick's primary function is to maintain
body stability, including the streamlined position with hips and feet near the surface.
Propulsion is a secondary function. Leg actions are generally more difficult to teach
and perfect than are arm actions.

It is in the details of mechanics that theexperts appear to disagree. A few examples
illustrate these disagreements.

CRAWL: POSITION OF THE FEET
7-- The flutter kick . . . begins by pointing the toes. (18:26)

The feet should not be pointed. This stiffens the leg muscles. Stiffness . . . is
transmitted throughout the body, causing fatigue. (9:74)
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CRAWL: DOWNB5AT PHASE
. . . it may be best to teach the beginner to keep the leg absolutely rigid from the
hip to the toe with the leg action consisting solely of hip movement. (6:69)
The downbeat starts in the hip pint, passes through the leg with a slight knee
flexing (not a bend), moves down the limb, and finishes with a whip lash ofthe
ankle and foot. (10:22)

CRAWL: UPBEAT PHASE
On the upward movement, the knee flexes and the ankle is relaxed. (16:22)
Swimmers, should be constantly reminded of kicking upward with a straight
leg, because if the leg were to be bent at the knee on the upbeat. it would create a
negative force that would hold the swimmer back. (11:34)

CRAWL: APPLICATION OF FORCE
The whipping action of your lower leg during the downbeat is the major power
phase of your kick. (15:52)
Maximum power phase is the upswing. (13:93)
Emphasize the up phase of your kick . . . (19:10)
Emphasize the downbeat . . . (18:26)
The upward leg action is as effective in propelling the crawl swimmer forward
as the doWnward action. The slight knee flexion and powerful ankle extension
zw the leg completes its'upward sweep contribute to the fishtail action which is
capable of sending large amounts of water backward from the sole of the. foot.
Thii fishtail action is inhibited on the downward movement because of the
anatomic limitation of the knee joint to flex both ways. The small amount of

-propelling surface presented by the instep as compared wkth that of the sole of
the foot is also a regrictive factor in the downward beat. (Z:71)

BACK CRAWL: DOWNBEAT PHASE
On the downward motion, hip and knee flex with ankle relaxed. (16:23)
Allow the leg, which is kept straight, to sink about 8 inches. Then bend the
knee in order_to.-atttNshe foot to reach.a depih of approximatel 18 inches.
(14:27),

BACK CRAWL: UPBEAT PHASE
. . . lead with your thigh, bend your knee, and then whip your lower leg and
foot surfaces upward by extending your knee. (15:75)
The knee leads the action upward. The foot is extended or plantar-flexed as it is
driven fupward. (11:95)

BACK CRAL: APPLICATION OF FORCE
The objective of exit kick is tO place each leg in the best possible position to
engage the water lindp push it up 61.c1 forward or down and forward depending
upon the directional phase of the leg swing. (13:82)
The whipping action of the lower leg during the upbeat is the major power
phase of your kick because your feet are in position to press backward at an
angle to the water. (15:75)
The action itself is almost identical with that of kicking a football. (2Q:22)

It must be realized that single statements, out of context, cannot convey the writer's
entire meaning and may appear to say more or less than intended. Some areas of
apparent disagreement may be explained by considering the expert's purpose. Those
writing for student swimmers and teachers of beginning swimming have lower levels
of skill in mind, while coaches wish to explain specific details of highly skilled
performance. There should. however, be sufficierg agreement at both ends of the ski
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continuum to provide a continuity of skill development so that a beginner can progress
toward the skilled swimmer level without having to learn, unlearn, and relearn details
of kg actions.

These selected statentents serve to indicate points of disagreement which are the
same points at which student swimmers make the most mistakes. The points upon
which there is general agreement can serve as the basis for building skill drills which
may provide u'ntlerstanding and improvement of 'performance.

Bask Beliefs

.Some basic beliefs which underlie the kicking drills arc listed.
. 'I . lithe flutter kick is to propel a swimmer in the head-first direction, the force must

be applied in the foot-first direction or opposite to the desired direction of travel.
2. -The prone flutter kick is similauo walking forward with emphasis on the

push-off backward as the foot leaiTs the ground. ("Push a golf ball backward
with the bottom of your toes."I

3. The supine flutter kick is similar to,walking backward with emeasis on the
push-off forward as the foot leaves the ground. ("Like a dancer doing little
kicks.")

4. The student can be led from the known to the relatively unknown by proceeding
in small steps, adding vocabulary and increasing perception at each step.

5. The pool side walls can be used to provi e cues to perception that cannot be
provided by the surface of the water w the swimmer is in either woe or
supine posiaon.

6. Perception and understisinding of the action-imtionrinciple may make prog-
ress faster and moç complete by using fins to increve the surface area of the
feet, thereby emphasizing botkaction and reaction.

7. While both upbeat and downbeat adion contribute to propulsion and stability,
the downbeat action contains the greater possibility for error.

8. Correction of errors occurring in both prone and supine flutter actions will
progress more readily if the upbeat action is stressed and the downbeat action is
minimized.

9. While recognizing that kicking movements originate in the hip and continue
throughout the entire leg, it must be realized that students do not think in terms of
starting an action at the hip joint. It is more realistic to concentrate on foot action,
mention the knees only when necessary; and stress that effective action must
involve the leg from the.toes to the hips. Flutter kicking should resemble the
action of two rubber hoses rather than that of two lead pipes.

10. Use language that creates pictures in the mind that can be easily remembered.
More technical language can be introduced-as understanding progresses.

11. The effective vertical width of leg action and the depth at which it Provides the
greatest propulsion will vary from swimmer to swimmer. -Each must 'discover
these details iNdividually.

12. Variables such as size, weight, specific gravity, joint flexibility, relaxation, past
experience with physical activities, and attitudes toward water will influence
student performance.

13. Errors in performance can be named, clearly defined, and demonstrated to
students. Only the individuals themselves can perceive their errors and, through
understanding action and reaction, bring about improvement.

14. The teacher's role in these drills is that of leading and guiding students through
the actions, assisting them to understand the results of their actions and sug-
gesting changes in actions that will provide the desired reactions.
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SPeelal Vocabulary

Clear and relatively simple language used consistently will reduce confusion andpromote immediate student understanding. It is unnecessary to use scholarly orscientific language. Many beginning swimmers and new Water safety instructors needa less sophisticated vocabulary. Those who are not professionally trained teachersmay better express their ideas in terms easily understood by their students withoutsaCrificing accuracy. The terms, descriptions:and explanations suggested tire-may.be modified to suit the age and sophistication of each class.
Push: application of force against the water.
Difection of push: direction in whiCh the swimmer applies force.Hooked ankle: dorsitleAkm.

.Stretched or extended Male: plantar flexion. "Point your toes" implies tension.'Head-first or foot-first: direction of travel. Since "backward" and "forward" arerelative terms, coniusion may be avoided by using terms relative to body parts., "Headfirst" has the same meaning ,in prone or supine position.
Lead pipe kicking: moving the legs stiffly with action only at the hip joint. Thisresults in ineffective application of force in both pro& and supine positions.Running in place or knee kicking: moving the legsby excessive flexion at hip andknee joints followed by complete extension of hips and knees, but maintaining-Idorsiflexion at the ankle. throughout. Some effective foFce is applied in foot-firstdirection by the soles Of the feet. Counteracting force ist applied' in head-firstdirection by the thigh and upper foot: making the kick iaeffifient in both prone andsupine positions.

,Pedalling: in prone position is similar to the leg action in pedalling a bicycleexceptfor the application of force. The foot moves downward with the ankle dorsiflexed,preventing any effective application of for by the top of the foot. During theupbeat, force is applied by the sole of the t pressing backward and Upward.Pedalling may be quite effective if knee exion is minimal and relaxed.
Pedalling: in supine position is uite inefficient. Force isapplied by the soles of thefeet backward and downward. upward action of the knees serves to sink thehips, bringing the trunk into a i-vertical position where there is no backwardand upward application of force on the Upbeat.
Hooking: back-pedalling. The action is similar to running in place with the
addition of force being applied by the upper foot and shin in head-first direction. Inemphasizing the hooking action on the downbeat in prone position, the swimmer
counteracts any effective back and up action and sometimes actually draws hisbody in the foot-first direction. The action is ineffective in both prone and supinepositions.

-
Down-smashing: in prone position, extreme-flexion at the knees, bringing the feetout of the water. All force is exerted downward by smashing the lower leg againstthe surface of the water. If the feet are deep enough, there may be some effective
force application by the soles of the feet on the upbeat. The action usually results inmuch splashing and little head-first propulsion. Down-smashing does not usuallyoccur, in supine position.
There are, of course other kinds of kicking errors. The ones listed here may serveto assist creative teachers in discovsring the descriptive names that will convey the* best word pictures to their own students. It is not suggested that these descriptions beused verbatim. Many words may be eliminated and much rime saved by uSing ademonstrator who performs the skill while the teacher destribes it in as few words aspossible.



Drills to Develop Awareness of Action-Reaction

The following drills are presented as conversation. The teacher is speaking to the
students who are wearing fins.

I . Face the wall in vertical position. Hold the gutter, keeping your body straight,
hips, knees, and tops of fins touching the wall. Pretend that the wall is the surface
of the water and you are on your back.

2. Think of your heel as a point leading the leg throughout the fiest part of i14taction.
Think of the entire fin as a flat paddle. The point (heel) can move through the
water with less resistance than can the paddle. There are parts of the action where
you want to feel a minimum of resistance and others where yob will emphasize
that resistance. You minimize the actions that do not serve to move you through
the water in the direction you wish to go, and you emphasize the actions that do
move you in the right direction.

3. In slow motion, move the entire leg from the toes all the way up to the hip. Start
the leg wtion by moving the foot backward away from the wall, heel leading and
ankle loose. Lq the fin dangle. If you keep the ankle loose; the water will slide
past the fin with minimum resistance. The entire leg is straight moviqg away
from the wall until the foot is about 15 inches away. Now, relax the knee, moving
the foot a little farther from the Wall. Stretch the ankle and reach diagonally
backward. With the toes and top of the fin, push the water toward the wall. The
entire leg straightens with the top cif the fin touching the wall at the same time as
the knee. If the fin touches first, that is all right. It is not all right if the knee
touches first. If your hips have remained in contact with the wall, the leg is now
back in starting position.

4. A little faster this time, try the right leg several times, increasing the speed until
the.force of the action loward the wall produces a reaction that moves the hips
away from the wall.

5. Repeat these steps with the left leg.
6. Again in slow motion, try one complete right leg action, then a complete left leg

action.
7. Alternating right and left, increase the speed of action until one leg is moving

away from the wall as the other is moving toward it similar to the actual flutter
action.

S. Still in vertical position, let go of the gutter. Keep looking at the wall. Continue
the alternating flutter action, pushing the water forward toward the wall. Scull
with hands near your hips. Keep kicking until you begin to back away from the
wall. ,

9. When you are moving backward, slowly lean your shoulders and head back
against the water, look up at the ceiling. Keep your body straight; don't let it
buckle or sit. Keep kicking, gradualli changing the direction of foot push from
forward, toward the wall, to upward, toward the surface. This will bring your
hips and feet near the surface of the water. When you are horizontal, kick across
the pool to the other wall. Scull if you want to. or let your arms float. Remember,
lead down with the heels, push up with the toes.

10. Repeat the vertical to horizontal drill one or more times. Remember, when you
are vertical and kicking, think of forcing the water toward the wall with your toes
and the top of the fins. When you are horizontal, the force is toward the surface.
4s you change from vertical to horizontal, the direction of force will change. As
you get the feeling that you are toppling onto your back, and as you begin to move
head-first with more speed, that is the most powerful pail of the leg action for

Ism
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you. That is the direction of force application that will move you best through the
water. You will be kicking partly backward, toward the wall, and partly upward,
toward the surface.

Flutter Kick in Prone Positipn
i . Hold the gutter with arms extended to the side, shoulder level, and back against

the wall, touching with hips, calves, and heels. Keep your ankles loose and let
the fins dangle. Imagine that the _wall is the surface of the water and you are
face-down.

2. Think of the knee as a point leading the leg through the first part of its action.
Think of the fin as a flat paddle.,

.3. Move one leg from the toes up to the hip. Keeping the hips against the wall, move
the knee forward away from the wall about 12 inches. Let the lower leg and fin
dangle. If you can keep the ankle loose, the water will resist the fin slightly.
Now, stretch the ankle, reaching diagonally forward with the tip of the fin and
begin to stretch the knee. The tip of the fin *ill be about 18 inches away from the
wall. With the toes and bottom of the fin, push the water toward the wall. Try to
touch the wall with the toe tip of the fin first. It's all right if the fin and calf of the
leg touch simultaneously. If the hips have remained in contact with the wall, the
leg is now back in starting position. . .

4. Try the right leg several times, increasing the speed until the force of the action
toward the wall produces a reaction that moves the hips away from the wall.

5. Repeat these steps with the left leg.
6. Again in slow motion, try one complete right leg action, then a complete left leg

action.
47. Alternating right and left, in ase the speed of action until one leg is moving

away from the w,all as the othe is moving toward it similar to the actual flutter
action.

8. Still in vertical position, let go of the gutter. Keep looking at the opposite wall.
Continue the alternating flutter action, pushing the water backward towarct the
wall. Scull with hands near your hips. Ktep kicking until you begin to move
forward away from the wall.

9. When you are moving forward take a breath, slowly lean forward placing your
face in the water. Keep your body straight; don't let it tuck or sag. Keep kicking,
gradually changing the direction of foot push from backward, toward the wall, to
upward, toward the surface. This will bring your hips and feet near the top of the
water. When you are horizontal, kick across the pool to the other wall. Scull if
you wish. or move your bands forward as though reaching for a kickboard.
Breathe to one side if necessary. .

10. Repeat the vertical to horizontal drill one.or more times. When you are vertical
Irnd kicking, think that you are forcing the water toward the wall. When you are
horizontal, the force is toward the surface. As you change from vertical to
horizontal position, the direction of force will change. When you get the feeling,
that you are falling on your face and you begin to move head-first with more
speed, that is the most powerful part of the leg action for you. That is the
direction of fosrce application that will moye you best through the water. You will
be kicking panly backward, toward the wall; and partly upwartlx toward the
surface. 4
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Pendulum Drill
I . Start in vertical position facing the wall. Begin flutter kicking, directing the force

toward the wall with the toes and tops of the fins.
2. Move backward away from the wall, lean back gradually, and kick into hori-

zontal position. Be aware of the feelings in your feet and legs as you change from
vertical to horizontal. Kick across the pool but do not go all the way to the other
wall.

3. Now, change from the horizontal to the vertical. Do not stop kicking at any time.
Keep your body straight; do not sit or tuck. Move the head and shoulders up and
forward, hands and arms extended along the surface at shoulder height until you
reach the vertical. Continue kicking, lean forward, reach hands forward beyond
your head, inhale, put your face in the water. Notice how your feet have changed
the direction of push from backward and upward in the face-up position to an
equal application of force backward and forward in virtical position, to back-
ward and upward, in the face:down position.

4. -Kick across the pool almost to the starting point. Now, do another pendulum,
changing froin prone to vertical to supine. Lift your head, move hands across the ,

water uptil they are extended to the sides, shoulder high, and you are completely
vertical. Lean back in the water, bringing your hands near the hips. Keep the
body straight throughout the pendulum. Notice how your feet change the di-
rection of push from backward and upward in prone position to an equal

,application of force backward and forward in vertical position, to backward and
upward force in the supine position.

5. Repeat the pendulum several times, until all have performedthe changes of body
positions smoothly with bodies straight and demonstrating the changing afipli-
cation of force as the body positions change.

The pendulum drills may be performed with kickboards. Instruct the students to
4 hold the kickboard so that it rests over the hips in supine position and beyond the head

in prone position. The board should be held gently and not pressed into the water.

Wall Drill Cues to De t.-Errors in the Supine Flutter Kick
I . If the ankle is extended as the heel leads backward, water is being pushed away

from the wall with the bottom of the fin. This represents excessivevdownward. force in the supine position. The most obvious cues are that the tip of the fin is
pointing directly downward, and the reaction will forcefully press the hips
against the all.

2. If the knee Js bent to or beyond a right angle, the top part of rhe fin will directly
faCe the bo4om of the pool. Excess downward force will drive the body upward;
causing a ifticeable vertical bouncing reaction. This error, combined with #1,
will provi counteracting forces and will result in little effective propulsive
action.

3. If the knee contacts the wall before the top of the fin touches it in the movement
toward the wall, knee kicking is being done. .

4. If the tip of the fin rather than the top of the fin touches the wall, the ankle is
flexed instead of extended. Hooking action is being done.

5. If both knee and tip of fin contact the wall, running in place or back pedalling may
be: occurring.

Wall Drill Cpes.to Detect Errors in the Prone 'Flutter Kick
1. If the ankle is hooked as the knee leads away froM the wall, the tip of the fin will
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point directly forward rather thandownward. This represents excessive negative
force during the downbeat of the prone flutter kick.

2. If the fin leads away from the wall in advance of the knee, straight leg or lead pipe
kicking is being done.

3. If the knee moves upward a greater distance than it moves forward away from the
wall, running in place or pedalling may be occurring.

4. If force is exerted downward by the bottom of the fin, running in place is being
done. The body will be driven upward in a vertical bouncing reaction.

5. If the heel contacts the wall rather than the toes and bottom of the fin, the ankle is
hooked and no force is being applied by the bottontof the fin toward theiwall.
This action, combined with *2, indicates very little propulsive action and
greatly increased drag of the kip.

Kickboard Drills to Corral Errors in the Supine Hinter Kick
Sturknts may be made more aware of their errors by performing moving drillswitha kickboard.

Instructor: Hold the kickboard at the narrow end so that its length rests Over knees
and shins. If the knees contaet the board at the top of the upbeat,
hack-pedalling or knee kicking is being done. To eliminate this, con-
centrate on pushing the wat4r upward with the toes and top of the fins.
Lead with the toes; let your knees follow, not lead. Some part of your
lower leg ought to touch the.board instead of the knees. Straighten the leg
as you kick upward. Snap the top of the fin upward so that it gets to the top
of the Winer before the knee. Keep the fins Underwater at all times.

This same drill can be used to eliminate the tendency to emphasize the downbeat.
Instructor: Let the heel lead the straight leg downward. Don't push with the bottom

of the fin. Touch the' board'with some part of the lower leg. Think, lead
down with the heel; push up with the toes.

Wall Drills yith Partner Holding Kickboard to Correct Errors in the ProneFlutter Kick

Students may work in pairs in shallow water. The performer will hold the gutter
and kick while the partner will stand next to the feet and hold the kickboard over the
feet at the surface of the water.
Instructor: If your heels are touching the board at the finish of the upbeat, try to

-stretch your ankle' and touch the board with the toe end of the fin. Push the
water toward the board with the toes and the bottom of the fins. Think,
drop the knee downward, reach with the toes, push the 'water toward the
board with the toes. Keep the knee straight during the upbeat.

Summary

At this point, students should have perceived the more obvious errors of force
application. If performance does not eihibit the desired improvement, a return to the
wall drills may help. While the wall representi the surface of the water, body contact
with it in vertical position makes clear a good many errors that can never be perceived
in the horizontal position. After several repetitions of both wall and moving drills
using fins; swimmers should try thedrills without fins. When formererrors begin to
reappear, return to the fins. Remind students to concentrate on the direction of push as
backward and upward in both prone and supine positionsa Ask them to state the
action-reaction principle in their own words. Every member of the class should be

r-
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able to complete the statement: "In order to travel head-first, the swimmer mustmove
the water in the opposite direction - foot-first."

The teacher who has guided students through this ieries of drills will have given
them some perception of their own performance, increased their vocabulary, and
added to Their understanding of the concept by analyzing details and correcting
perceived errors. Students will have improved their ability to analyze, their stroke
performance, and their enjoyment of swimming. The improved swimmer caii say, "I
know why I wasn't going anywhere, and now I can kick any direction I choose."
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ROLL A VICTIM ABOARD:
YOU'LL ONLY LIFT HALF AS MUCH

, ALBERT L. PIERCE

Al,fierce, water safety instructor ,trainer at the University of Pennsylvania in
Philadelphia, holds a master' s in health and scifety from Temple University. Hel
has trained nutherous scuba instructors as well as Red Cross water scifely
instructors. He produced the CINE award-winning movie, s"Deep Water:
Rescue Breathing" and Ls presently writing a book on scuba lifesaving.

You have a drowning victim, unconscious, in the Water alongside-a boat. You are
giving mouth-to-mouth resuscitation, While holding a float, but the victim needs more

; kit, than you can give in the water..,.If the victim is heaVy (e.g., 200 pounds), how can
you get him into the boat quickly? Up the ladder? This isn't easy. Can you lift 200
pounds? Most boat ladders aren't very strong. If you get someone to help you there
Will be three people on a ladder. Thz extra weighs is likely ta cause the ladder to
collapse. Besides, there is very little room for three people on a ladder. There mustbe
a better way. .

, .There is. Vail can use the victiin as a pulley; this technique will out the weight in
half as you roll him/her up the sEle of the boat.

Let's raview a little high schciol physics. A pulley arrangement-similar to the one
illustrated gives you the mechanical advantage of two-people (Set Figure I.)

a

-"'"""'474116 I1V . ./AgrrIN,

Figure 1.

That means the force requird.to lift a weight in this way (into the boat) equals only
half the weight of the object being lifted. The same mechanical advantage applies,if
the weight is concentrated entirely in the pulley itself as shown in, Figure 2.

Illustnnions for this &Aide were adapted from drawings by Jim Mitchell.
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If you place the 200-pound victim in a net (as slrwn in Figure 3), two people can
roll the victim and the 100-pound weight will be divided betwexn them. In effect,
each will be pulling only about 50 pounds!

Figure 3.

You'll need someone in the water to position the victim in the net while the ropesare slack. You must also secure the top of the net to the gunwale. Either tie itor standon it. (But don't lift your feet!) (If the unconscious person is tilted slightly head downwhile being rolled up, water will drain from the victim's airways p) As soon as you canreach the pole, grab it and pull. ft will be easier that way.
Eugene "Jeep" Snyder, a scuba insuuctor in Willow Grove, Pa., designed the netillustrated. ft has been used successfully in a number of simulated rescues. (SeeFigure 4,)
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'An alternate way of making the net is shown in Figure S. dsing this method, two
rescuers can each pull on two ropes, distributing the weight alonga pole. The net can
also be used without a pole. The pole, preferably made of metal, will giive the net
weight so it will not sink, and rigidity SO the waves or current will not cause it to fold.
If transporting the net is a problem, you can leave the pole behind, since most boats
(and pools) hav; a pole which Will work if inserted through the loops in the net.

Figure 15.

te.
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Unfortunately you probably won't have such a net with you when you need it most.
If you have a rapidly dying victim in the water and no quick way to get him/her up,
there is still anotrier method of rescue.

If you have a rope or line aboard, (and most boats do) you can rig it to obtain the
ume mechanical advantage. This idea was tried at the National YMCA Center for
Underwater Activities at Key West with surprising success. Two persons using the
ropes as shown in the diagram cap easily lift someone from the water. (See Figure 6.)

First secure the ends of the ropes to something inside the boat gunwale. If there is
no object to fasten the ends to, tie a knot in each end so the ropes won't slip out from
under your feet. Then two of you can stand with one foot on each of the four ends.
Roth of you can then hold the middle of each rope and let the two loops on each side of
the middle drop into the water. This will work better if the rope will sink.

The victim is positioned in the four loops by the rescuer in the water. One loop is
placed under the upper back, one undei the waist, one under the hips, and one just
below the knees. The victim's arms should be kept inside the loops and care taken to
be sure the rope under the upper back does not slip under the neck..As each rope is
placed, it should be tightened so that it will remain in place while the others are
positi d. I ere is only one person aboard, he/she can keep the ropes snug and the
vict 's face ou of the water while the rescuer in the water climbs out to help pull!

13 th rescuers can now pull on the ropes carefully, hand over hand, as they roll the
victi onto the deck. Lift with your legs and not with your back! Watch the victim and
pull on the ropes near the head to ensure a leyel position. or with the head
slightly own to drain airways. If you have stepped on the ropes, remember not to lift
your feet until the victim is over the gunwale.

Figure
Long lines need
not be cut.

Fasten ends or step on knots.

Two rINICUM one on each of them two loops,
pull them up. hand over hand.

This can be a
pier or a boat
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You can even lift 'sc;meone by yourself! Most people can roll up a victim of their
own weight or less because the actual weight lifted is only half of that. For the
one-person lift, the ropes should be placed in the middle of thc back.and the thighs of
thevictim. (See Figure 7.) Unless the victim is a lot lighter than the rescuer, it will bewise to seam the ropes to keep them from slipping out from under the feet.

This method works well for a conscious victim who "can stiffen his/her body. Itprobably won't work wrl for an unconscious victim. However, persons simulating
unconsciousness by go completely limp have been rolled up using the net.

A problem, not faced equately in the past, is how to get a person with a neck orback injury out of a deep water diving pool, or from open water onto a boat or pier.
The assumption has beep that you can always float the victim to shallow water. Theremay not I* any! Contraing the victim while fastening the body to the backboard isthe major problem here. But once secured to the board, both the victim and the board

Figure 7.
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can be rolled up easily by two people using either ropes or net. A canvas stretcher has
been used in the same way with no problems.

Since a boat will be rocking with the waves, a victim could be injured by being
swung into the hull. If rolled up quickly at the right time, this danger can be
minimized. If an air mattress is available, it may be rigged like the net. Partially
inflated, it will serve as a cushion. Unless the air mattress is wide, or two are used in
tandem, care must be taken to be sure the victim does not slip out.

You can obtain nearly the same mechanical advantage using anything available that
is strong enough to support the victim; a tarpaulin, hammock, sail, blanket, or even
the garden hose usually found at boat piers and slips.

There is one problem with using any non-porous material in place of enet. Puddles
of water may collect and add weight to be lifted. More importantly, however, such
water might be inhaled bran unconscious victim. Conversely, if the material is too
openly woven, it will be more likely to snag on any scuba gear. Accordingly, such
gear should be removed before lifting.

Try these techniques. You'll be surpriSed how easily you can roll someone up from
the water. You can practice lifting another person out of the water onto the pool deck,
and from the water onte the 1-meter (low) diving board. The victim can be rolled up
on either side of the board, but the head Should be toward the end of the board, away
from the pool deck so it won't be hit if the victim happens to slip.

When you are confident of your ability in a pool, practice in open water. Currents,
waves, cold water, large boats, or high piers will make a big difference, However, the
mechanical advantage you'll have will make it rnuch easier. You may be showing

. someone how to save your life!
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Synchro Swim Canada: 333 River Road, Ottawa, Ontario.
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Scuba Diving and Water Skiing

Ameriean Water Ski Association. The Water Skier. P.O. Box 191, Winter Haven,
FL 33880: American Water Ski Association.
Published seven times per year as the official publication of thc American Water
Ski Association, a non-profit organization. Telephone (813) 324-4341. Subscrip-
tion rates: $3 per year, U.S. and Canada; $4 per year, all other countries: 50 cents
per copy.

Capioun, Fred. Physics for Divers. P.O. Box 630, Co lion, CA 92324: NAUI
Diving Association, 1978. $4.50.
This book explains every physics principle that could relate to diving. Complex
principles are made easy to understand. Sample problems and drawings included.

Jeppesen. Sport Diver Manual. 3d ed. Denver Jeppesen Sanderson, Education
Division, 1978. $4.50.
In-depth discussions' covering equipment, the diver, the underwater environment
and diving activities.

NAUI Diving Association. IQ-Ten Proceedings and Addendum. P.O. Box 630, .

Colton, CA 92324: NAUI Diving Association, 1978. $5.
State of the art papers on subjects from women in diving, to solo diving to decom
meters fill this book. Technical sessions, workshops and poster sessions from
IQ-Ten are reported. Addendum included.

NAUI Diving Association. NAIII News. P.O. Box 630, Colton, CA 92324: NAUI
Diving Association. 10 ed. per year $12.
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within the organizationo plus articles on a wide variety of teaching and diving
subjects. Subscription rate includes surface postage rate only. For outside the
U.S., you will need to purchase airmail service for an additional $15.

Smith, C.L. Altitude Pro4durâ for the Ocean Diver. P.O. Box 630, Colton, CA
92324: NAUI Diving Association, 1976. $3.95.
Condensed into one booklet, a summary of the most current information, calcu-
lations and 14 tables for different altitudes. The author includes general back-
ground orientation chapters that are ainust for all advanced divers and instructors.

Small Craft

Chapman, Charles F. Piloting, Seamanship and Small Boat Handling. 52nd annual
ed. P.O. Bax 630, Colton; CA 92324: NAUI Diving Association, 1975. $11.95.
For home study, classroom, ready reference by the most seasoned skippers, Over
100 illustrations; the most authoritative and coMprehensive volume for pleasure
boaterse power and sail, inland and offshore.

Gibbs, Tony. Advanced Sailing. New York: St. Martin's Press, 1975. $8.95.
The art and science of getting the most from today's sailing craft.

Pool Management

American Alliance for Health, Physical Education, and Recreation. &lay in
Aquatic Activities. Washington, DC: the Alliance, 1978. $2.75.
Covers design of public 'swimming facilities, causes and prevention of aquatic
accidents, aquatic safety in the basic instructional program; safety considerations
in pool operation and administration, and safety in specific aquatic areas such as
springboard and tov:fer diving,, water polo, wary skiing, skin and scuba diving,
surfboarding, and small craft safety.
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Swinurring Pool Weekly Data and Weferences Annual. 45th, ed. vol. 51, no. 25,
Dec. 1978. P.O. Box 11299, Fon Lauderdale, FL 33,339.
Covers pool designs, solar heating for pools, water control in pools, and additional
pool equipment.

BMus

Swimming and Diving

Amateui Athletic Union. Men's and Women' s Swimming and Diving. Indianapolis:. ,
the UnInn, 1979.
.This series of seven films has won international acclaim as Prnbably the finest
technical genes on the subjetts ever.macle. Working with Mark Schubert, swim
coach di Mission Viejo Nadadores in California, and Don Leas, diving coach at
Pennsylvania's Clarion State College, as technicaP advisors, the Athletic.Insti-..
tute's film unit improvisecrsome imaginative and revolutionary camera techniques
to study the underwater action of this team of Olympic.stars assembled by the
coaches. The films include:
Freestyk and Backstroke Technique. 22 mins. Ths sequence on freestyle dem-

onstrates arm stroke technique (recovery andlull), the tWo-beat kick and
six-beat flutter kick, and breathing techniques. Again the arm pull and recovery
arid breathing techniques are studied, as is the six-beat flutter, in the backstroke
sequence.

A

Breast Stroke and Buttetfly Techniques. 20 mins. The breast stroke sequence
shows proper form with and without the glide, the correct whip kick and head
position and breathing technique. The study of the biitterfly focuses on the
d lphin lack (or mfghtail"), the arm pill and head pqsition and`breithing

. t hnique.
ta(ts, Turns and Progressive Drills. 221/2 mins. Demonstrates proper form for all

s .grab start for freestyle, breast stroke and butterfly, correct entry for
style, butterfly and breast strnke, relay stirts and tht backstroke start for
iprig and short courses. All turns are viewed by the underwater &mem,

sing high-speed- slow motion. Also contains demonstrations, of progressive
trace drills fOr all strokes.
n' s and Women' s Diying Fundamentals. 20.mins. Discusses basic diving

. skills.
i?equired Dives. 20 mins. is a detailed study in slow and stop-motion of the

forward, back, reverie, inward and twisting dives in both the pike and sintighi
positions.

ptionpl Dives: Pan I, 20 mins. Demonstrates the forward dives from the 1 and
2-meter boards and the optional inward and back dives. The singk and double
somersdult saes are shown in tuck and pike positions, both 11/2 and 21/2.

Optional Dives, Part II, 20 mins. This reel focuses on the reverse, twisting and
back twisting ayes demonstrating a variety of twisting soniersaults covering a
fairly complete range of advanced optional dives. Again, maximum use of
slow-motion and stop-action camera teclirijqties are used to free the action for
careful study of position and technique.

6 9
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COACHES ACADEMIES OF THE
NATIONAL COACHES COUNCIL

The National Coaches Academies wem formed by the NAGWS to:
(1) provide a channel oi direct communication among coaches at all educational,

levels
(2) assist in the formulation and dissemination of guiding principles, standards and

policies for conducting competitive sports programs for girls and women
(3) keep members informed of cunent coaching techniques and trends
(4) -sponsor clinics and conferences in 'sports and coaching skills
(5) provide input from coaches to USCSC spans committees and representative

assembly
(6) promote cooperative efforts with other sports-centered organizations
(7) provide a united body for poSitive political action in the realm of girls' and

women's athletics.

Academies for 10 spons have' been established. (Vote the application blank for
specific listings.) Membership in each Academy is open to any coach of girls' or
women's sports or any interested person. Annual dues for AAHPERD Members are
$10.00 per Academy. Non- A AHPERD members pay $20.00 annually for member-
ship in one sport Academy and S10.00 kr eich additional Academy membership
desired. The $10.00 non-membership fee may be applied at any tiine .toward
A A HPE RD membership.

Get 'involved . . . JOIN NOW.
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NAME

ADDRESS

Sports.Academies of the NATIQNAL COACHES COUNCIL.
National Association for Girls and Wothen in Sport: AAHPERD

. 120.1.16th St., N.W.I Washington, D.C. 20036

lam - firm initial

FOR OFFICE USE:

AMT.__
CIC.

AAHPER1? MEMBERS: Membership number as it appears on your journal label:
". Teaching/Coaching level (please check): College Jr. College_ High School__ Jr. High_

Elementary_ Other

Please check thetcademies you wish to join:* 0 Badminton 0 Basketball 0 Field Hockey
o Gymnastics 0 Softball 0 Swimming/Diving 0 Synchronized Swimming
o gennis" 0 Track & Field 0 Volleyball

I am willing to serve on an Academy committee; 0

7-7 AAHPERD members: $10.00 per, Academy. Non-AttHPERD members: $20.00- for one Academy; $10.00 each additional
Academy. $10.00 non-membership fee may be applied at any time toward AAHPERD membership.*

Please send AAHPERD membership informatiow yes no
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NAGWS SPORTS'GUIDES COMMITTEES
INTEREST INDICATOR .

The N AGWS Sport Guide Committee is endeavoring to broaden its base of
personnel and to strengthen services to Guide readers. 'the purpose of this form is to
offer readers an opportunity to join us.in.meeting this need. Please complete this form
and send it to the Guide Coordinator, Jean L. Perry, University ol Illinois -=-
Urbana-Chatiipaign, 107 Huff Gym, Champaign, IL 61820.

Name

Professional Address

City State___, ZIP Code

I. Check the Sport Committei(s) whicVbuld be of interest to you:
Aquatics ... Fencing 21 Soccer
Archery __Field Hockey Softball
Badniinton Flag Football _ Speedball
Btsketball _ _ Golf Squash

. Bowling Gymnastics _..Synchronized Swimming
CompetitiVe Swimming _ !..-acrosse Team Handball
Closs-country Track _ Orienteering __ Tennis

Diving
iall _ Track and FieldCross-country.Skiing Racptetb

__Skiing _ Volleyball
Water Polo

2. Would you like to serve as moember of a Sports Guide Committee of your
interest?* _ Yes

3. Would.you consider Submitting an article to a Guide Committee as a prospective
author? _ Yes _ No
Possible topic or title

. 4: Ceti you suggest topics for articles which you would like to have included in future
Guides? (Please indicate sport.)

5. Are there others whom you would recommend for consideration as peoesible
committee Members or authors? Please indicate below. (Use additional paper, if
necessary.)

Name _ Sport(s)

Professional Address

City
Sports Committee Member (i Prospective Author M (Chea one)

State_ ZIP Code

7 )
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NAGWS SPORTS LIBRARY

SELECTED SPORTS ARTICLES

Available for Archery, Basketball, Field HoCkey Gymnastics, Lacrosse, and Rid-
ing,

NAGWS AND AlAW SPECIAL PUBLICATIONS
MAW HANDBOOK AND DIRECTORY
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF RESEARCH INVOLVING FEMALE SUBJECTS
DGWS (now NAGWS) RESEARCH REPORTS II
NAGWS RESEARCH REPORTS III
FUNDAMENTALS OF ATHLETIC TRAINING FOR WOMEN
LEAGUE CONStITUTION AND BYLAWS FOR GIRLS INTER-

SCHOLASTIC SPORTS (Suggested Guide)
MOTIVATION IN COACHING A TEAM SPORT
REGULATIONS FOR AWARDING FINANCIAL AID TO STUDENT

ATHLETES
RIDING STANDARD,S
WOMEN'S ATHLETICS: COPING WITH CONTROVERSY

RELATED AAHPERD PUBLICATIONS
Archery A Planning Guide. for Group and Individual Instruction
Development of Human Value); through Sports
Drugs and the Coach (rev. 1977)
.Little Known Olympic Sports
New Ideas for Bowling Instruction
Nutrition for Athletes
Rules for Coeducational Activities and ,Sports
Selected Problems in Sports Safety
Sports Safety
Sports Safety 11

.

Sports Skills Test Manua: Is (Archery. Basketball, Softball, Volleyball)
Tennis Group Instruction
The Winning Edge (Sports Psychology)

For current prices and order information, write AAHPERD Promotion Unit, 1201
16th St.. N.W., Washington. D.C. 2(X)36.
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